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Poshard, Kelley to debate tonight for last time
By Seo« Perry

News Analysis

StatfWriter

When Congressional candidates Patrick Kelley and
Glenn Poshard debate the
issues tonight at Kaskaskia
College, the only surprise will
be if there is any surprise at
all.
Going into the third of three
debates, the batilelines between the two candidates are
clearly drawn - leadership is

the issue each CI'ln<iidate hopes
will carry him to Washington.

"This election is about who
can best lead Southern Illinois
into 1990 and beyond,"
Poshard said Monday during a
candidate forum, which was
sponsored by the Marion
Business 3:l~ Professional

Women's Club.
During his opening
statement, Poshard made
several refereces to his experience as a 3tate senator
representing the 59th D~trict
and his accomplistments
during his four ye.. n. in office.
"A leader has to stay in the
trenches and I have stayed in
the trenches. That's leadership,
and that's what I offer you, '
Poshard said.

Keller
agreed
that
leadership was the issue in the
election, but said it's
ladership in deciding "where
we are wanting to go as a
nation."
"We made a committment
eight years ago to reduce taxes
and to end over regulation by
the federal government," be
said.
Kelley said the policies are
working and they need to

continue.
Kelley made ref6l'ence to his
experience as an educator and
his positions he held on the
Carbondale City Council and a
di"llg enforcement group in
Southern Illinois and said he
has "the background and
experience" in the areas
important to this election.
Both candidates agree jobs
SH DEBATE, P.g. 7

Dangers stop
timber harvest
By Loria Roberson
Staff Writer

Yesterday's news
Jim Smith of Southern Counties Action
Movement, hauls away Ii week's worth of

newspapers from one of the three
newspaper recycling bins in Carbondale.

Committee offers guidelines
to prevent Halloween rape
By Nora Bentley
Staff Writer

The number of rap':5
reported to the Rape A...lOn
Committee
Halloween
weeken'\ did not increase last
year aad the committee is
offering suggestions to prevent
rape at this year's festivities.
Julie Claussen, director of
R.\C, said just because rapes
were not reported doesn't
mean they did not happen.
"I think they're happening to
people who aren't from here,
who don't know th.~y could call
us," she said.
.. Also, when partying, you
tend to blame yourself more,"
Clalissen said.

This ~forning
Do(m resicients buy
own toilet paper
-

Page 11

Student balances
grades, football
- Sports 24
Sunny, 50s.

Underage drinkers also are
hesitant to report a rape or
sexual assault incident, she
said.
Only one rape was reported
to RAC last Halloween. At
least one rape is reported on
most ordinary weekends,
Claussen said.
The Carbondale Police
Department did not receive
?ny reporl.3 of rape or sexual
assault dl.ring Halloween,
Neal Jacobson, executive
assistant to the chief, said.
SIU Security hasn't had any
reports of rape or sexual
assault during Halloween for
two years, Theresa Nester,
statistical clerk of SIU

Security, said.
Claussen said theJ'e are
some t.hings that women can
do to prevent an assault.
"I teU people to listen to
their gut instincts, and not to
be embarrassed to act on
them. If you feel uncomfortable on a date, get
yourself out of it," she said
In a situation like the
Halloween celebration,
assaults such as a man
grabbing a woman as she
walks by happen frequently,
Claussen said.
"The one less likely to get
hurt is the one who gets really
assertive and angry. Be direct
with a person about what you

Timber harvesting in the
Cave Valley and Bear Creek
areas has been suspended until
next summer to complete an
analysis of potential danger to
endangered plants and
animals, a spokesperson for
the Shawnee National Forest
said.
Larry Burkhart, district
ranger for the Murphysboro
Ranger District, 1S coordinating the project. He said
the analysis is already well
underway and he recommended the sales of the two
areas be suspended so that a
closer and more timely investigation can be done for
plants that only flower in the
sp':'ing, for birds dtuing their
nesting period and for animals
during the mating season.
Burkhart said all the en-

Number of rapes In
Jackson County

1983.~~136
'84~~~31
'85~~24

'86~~~30
'87~~~34

'88~~~~37
192
Source: R8pe Action CommlttH

D.lly Egyptl.n gr.phlc by
Mik. D.II.y

want to happen to prevent
crossed signals," she said.
See RAPE, P.g. 7

Bentsen, Quayle head for debate
United Press International

Sens. Lloyd Bentsen, DTexas, and Dan Quayle, RInd., headed Tuesday for their
Omaha, Neb., debate
showdown with a fresh poll
showing the vice presidential
candidates are becoming a
potent force in the election
campaign.
The 90-minute nationally
broadcast vice preside\ltial
candidate oebate at 7:30
tonight will use the same

format as the Sept. 25
presidential debate - each
candidate gets two minutes to
answer questions and his
opponent gets a one-minute
rebuttal.
A CBS News·New York
Times poll released Tuesday
night found the No. 2 candidates are affecting how
voters are perceiving the tops
of the tickets.
The survey of more than
1,000 registered voters put the
race at a statistical tie - the

GOP ticket of George Bush and
Quayle drew 48 percent, and
the D-:.mocratic team of
Michael Dukakis and Bentsen
was close with 46 percent.
But when the poll, with a 3
percent margin of error,
questioned voters about the
presidential candidates exclusively, Bush was ahead of
Dukakis 48 percent to 43
percent.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for
SH CANDIDATES, P.g. 8

dangered species have not
been identified yet, but Ron
Rayburn, timber staff officer
in Harrisburg, said there are
15 endangered plants and
animals so far.
The level of danger varies
with each plant and animal,
Rayburn said. Some are ;,n the
state Jist of endangered
species, some on the federal
list and a few are listed as
"sensitive" such as a mint
plant thai is state protected
but is under federal c0nsideration, be said
The Indiana Bat, which is on
the federal list, and the
Swainson's Warbler, which is
state listed, are high on the
endangered list, Rayburn said.
The analysis is also c0ncerned with the management
of neo-tropical birds, Rayburn
See HARVEST, Pag. 7

Unions claim
faculty needs
their support
By Jackie Spinner
Staff Writer

Both unions fighting to
represent University faculty

think they will win in the up-

coming collective bargaining
election.
The two unions vying to
represent University employees are the University
Professionals and the Illinoi."
Education Association.

~:Sionals ha~n~~~

the University since 1971 and
claim a membership of about

l~mlj!0Y=iliated with the
Illinois Federation of Teachers
and American Federation of
Teachers, which is a branch of
the American Federation of
Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations.
The Illinois Education
S.. LABOR, P.g. 7

Gus Bode

Gus says If they were really
unions they'd work together.
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.Opposition leaders believe
Chile will oust Pinochet
SANTIAGO, Chile (UFD - On the eve of a plebis~ite in which
President Augusto Pinochet asks voters to extend his 15-year
grip on power, opposition leaders Tuesday expressed confidence
Chile would respond with a resounding "no." Although both proPinochet and opposition ~lls forecast victory for their side,
~n~~::eadil~~~e~~~dreI!bl~~nsidered the polls showing the

All the Time
607 S. ILLINOIS AVE.
529-5679

519-4110

Soviet Union ready to be U.N. peacekeepers
UNITED NATIONS (UP1) - The Soviet Union expressed
readiness Tuesday to provide troops for U.N. peacekeeping
forces and end a hands-off policy by the Sliperpowers toward the
armed branch of a Nobel Prize-win:ling peace operation. Soviet
Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir Petrovsky said Moscow has
sought to make U.N. bodies more effective

The
American Tap
fiLL DAY ALL "I(I"T
Drafts
Pitchers
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Amnesty: One-third of the world uses torture

SOC

LONDON (UPD - Amnesty International painted an "ugly
picture" Wednesday in its yearly human rights report, saying
that people and sometimes children are tortured in one-third of
the countries around the world. In the survey of 135 nations, the
organization said that in 80 countries worldwide people are jailed
for speaking their minds or for politic.alor religious beliefs.
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Two Americans start MIA search In Laos
BANGKOK. Thailand (UP!) ...-. Two Americans were arrested
in Laos after dumping about $3,000 in dollar bills into the Mekong
River to publicize a $2.5 million reward for the return.of U.S.
prisoners of war, a Thai woman who visited them said Tuesday.
American sources identified the pa~ as North Carolina members of an MIA activist gl"OUt>. Ross Petzing, spokesman for the
U.S. Embassy in Bangkok, confirmed that two American.; were
arrested on the Mekong River, but declined to provide their
names .

.U.S. stops probe of EISalvador massacre
I ~<) ,'lh+>, dl~IIIUf1I~ dlJ"I~.
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WASHINGTON (UPi) - Tiu!State Department said fuesday
it has stopped investigating the recent massacre of 10 EI
Salvadoranvillagera, which had been blamed on the U.S.-backed
Salvadoran Army, because it could-not find any witnesses to
CUlterview. Witnesses previOlisIy.. told reporters that Salvadoran
troops killed seven men and three women from the tiny village of
,SanJ'~~~isc~with ~enades and ~es 0<1 Sept 21.

·U~s.~I~~itid~-puzzled ,?ver release of hostage
WASHINGTON <UPD - President Reagan said Tuesday he is
pleased with the release of hostage Mithileshwar Singh but said
the United States had not negotiated with his captors and could
.f!Ot"hazareJa guess" .why he was freed.
.

Typhoon with dinner
purcha!iC on your bi.rthday

or within 10 day, atter
One per cu&[omer

Discovery'~nspected after 'beautiful' landing
EDWARns'AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (UPI) - The shuttle

I
Located at the Student Center Crosshatls

This Week·s SpeciCiI
10/3 .. 10/8

"Mix arid Match-"
Hainburger 50¢
Small Fries

50¢

Discovery came through its fiery return to Earth in "beautiful"
shape and an ongoing inspection of the ship's burned-out
boosters has shown no apparent problems, officials said
Tuesday. NASA-officials said no problems have been found that
would prevent the shuttle Atlantis froLl blasting off late next
month.

state

Illinois gets federal grant
to h~~p homeless get jobs
SPRINGFIELD (UPI) - Illinois has received a $690,900
federal grant to fund a demonstration project to help the
homeless find work and housing, The grant will fund Project
Opportunity, a one-year program to help find employment for
'1 about 225 homeless individuals who are most likely to benefit
from job training and job placement services, officials said.
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Humane Society
gives animal care
Owners can claim pets at shelter
By Richard Goldstein
Staff Writer

Do you know where your dog
is?
If noi., it may be one of the
5,000 to 6,000 lodgers per year
maintained by the Humane
Society of Southern Illinois,
Cindy Nelson, the animal

ShNI!f:o~~~!1!"~:~3~ntele on

Wood Road west of Carbondale

has ranged from hawks and
owls to pigs and monkeys; but
mostly it's lots of dogs and
cats.
Lloyd Nelson, of the Jackson
County Animal and Rabies
Control, said any animal
picked up in Jackson County
will be taken to the shelter and
pet owners should check there
first.
The dogs and cats in the
shelter usually ar~ strays, and
they will be kept in the shelter
for seven days to give their
owners a chance to pick them
up.
If no one claims the animal it
.. -will be put up for "adoption,"
she said, depending on its
health, rlisposition, and age.
"Making the team is the tough
part," she said.
How~ver, Mrs. Nelson said,
the shelter has only a 15 percent adoption rate and the rest
are put to sleep or
"euthanized. "
Only pet owners can control
overpopulation of animals by
neutering and spaying their
pets, she said.
Cindy Nelson, manager of 8 Humlne Society , bath to a resident cat In need of relief. The
Neutering is sterilization of
of Southern illinois animal shelter, gl,.es a flee
society houses oyer 5,000 animals a year.
the male animal, and spaying

sterilization of the female
animal.
Many of the animals brought
in are wild. "It's hard for the
general public to imagine a
puppy or cat that is totally
wild. But it does happen," Mrs
Nelson said.
In addition to the state law
that all dogs over 4 months
must be vaccinated against
rabies and wear a tag stating
this fact, Mr, Nelson said
students in Carbondale often
are not aware that Carbondale
has a leash law requiring all
dogs be maintained in an
enclosed pen or yard or
restrained by a leash,
Dogs also are required to be
registered with the city
through City Clerk Janet
Vaught, but Vaught said only
400 licenses are issued a year.
Although Vaught would not
estimate the number of pet
dogs in Carbondale, she said
there are a "heck of a lot
more" than are registered
with the city .
Vaught said fines start at $30
for owning a dog that is not
neutered or spayed and
without a license. It is $30
more for letting it run without
a leash. After the first, fmes
double with each concurrent
offense.
Vaught said yearly licenses
can be bought from May 1 to
June 30 for $7 if the dog is .lot
spayed or neutered and $1 if it
is.
She said a late charge may
be added if the license is not
bought within these months

ARNOLD'S MARKET
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Forest is winner in

the clear-cutting halt
DEM.OCRACY IN actioYj can be a wonderful process.
No where is this better evident than in the abilities of a
small, grassroots movement to halt timber cutting in two
environmentally sensitive areas of the Shawnee National
Forest.
While lumber companies, Forest Service official:; and
scientists claimed clear-cutting would have no effect on
the environment in Cave Valley and Bear Creek, a handful
of environmentalists raised their voices and were heard.
AMID THE controversy, enough questions were raised
as to the effects clear-cutting would have on endangered
species of plants and animals, such a& the much heralded
Swainson's warbler and the Indiana bat, that an environmental reassessment was deemed necessary.
The Forest Service's willingness to admit to possibk
mistakes in its first report on the two sites is a clear indication that the Cave Valley and Bear Creek areas need
much closer l'1vestigation.
THE RESULT of the haIt on clear-cutting has meant
financial difficulties for constructIon and lumber companies contracted to work the Cave VaHey and Bear Creek
areas.
Ledbetter Construction of Elizabethtown has a $51,821
contract, ith the Forest Service to improve a railroad bed
and a spur. Since the halt, the company has had to layoff
two employees while facing debts of $850 in workman's
compensation and $570 in bonding.
WHILE THESE problems should not be ignored, the fate
of endangered species in Cave Valley and Bear Creek
should not be compromised. Although much credit should
be given to the environmentalist who fought relentlessly to
hav~ Cave Valley and Bear Creek set aside for preservation, credit also must be given to Forest Service officials
for their Willingness to admit they inay have been wrong.
Clearly,

u there are endangered s~ies in Cave Valley

and Bear Creek, those plants and ammals will be the ones
to profit the most from the Forest Service's reassessment.

Quotable Quotes
"I took (the andiron) from the fireR lace and threw it through the
window. So what? I paid for it. It s my house," -Heavyweight
champion Mike Tyson, downplaying the significance of a
weekend tantrum.
"We've showered our children with material things, and still we
have a sense of unease. Do they know they're fortunate? Do they
know it wasn't always like this for America? ... Do they realize
that perhaps they ought to be thinking of giving something back?
Or are they almost cut off by their affluence, removed from the
cares and concerns of others?" - George Bush, on the necessity
for children to understand the problems of the needy.
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Viewpoint

laRouche has the better idea,
pays for canned television ads
By Jacke Hampton
StaffWriler

HE:'s back. He's had to
overcome the shame of
naysayers who consider him
guilty of crimes against the
state. He was once a force in
politics before his disgrace and
now he's returned to claim his
spot in the luna tic fringe.
Of course I'm not talking
about Richard Nixon. The man
is Lyndon LaRouche.
LaRouche was the mentor of
those who disrupted the
Thompson-Stevenson debate in
Chicago. The leader of the
candidates who caught the
state's Democrats with their
pants down and won the
secretary of state and
lieutenant
governor's
nominations with a campaign
promise to bring the tanks
down Michigan Avenue.
His Virginia comp<llmd was
raided by federal agenis "'do
had questions to asle ah~t his
methods of raising ~unds for
his enterprises. He warned us
that Queen Elizabeth was a
drug dealer, but we wouldn't
listen and have rejected his
numerous
presidential
campaigns.
LaRouche now appears
ready to put past troubles and
successes behind him as he
err,barks on another race
toward the White House.
He suddenly appeared,
looking a£ 'lervous as ever,
Monday ("vening on KFVS-TV.
The dayS of rash statements
about 'Western leaders invalved in drug deals no longer
assure him of a spot on the
evening news, since one of the
legitimate candidates has
taken to filing those charges.
Now, Lyndon LaRouche must
pay for his air time.
Monday night, he paid for a
nice ChUfl.k of il. For the 30
minutes following KFVS-TV's
premier of "Night Court" re-

runs, LaRouche bought the
chance to prove to the public
that truth is stranger than
fiction.
LaRouche always has had a
soft spot in his heart for conspiracies. LaRouche lives in a
world full of traitors and
scoundrels. The fictitious
c"urtroom of television land,
where criminals rarely are
portrayed as really bad
people, was the perfect lead-in
to Lyndon's trip through
fantasy land.
LaRouche, though, seems to
have undergone some sort of
life-changing experience. The

~~~ l~~s ::~J!~r::ns~flitilii
patriots were replaced by soft
rhetoric from people identified
as scientists. Even La Rooche
was in a low-key mood.
He still obviously believes
that conspirators are
everywhere, just waiting to
pounce on him once his back is
turned. Then.> he was, beaming
from the TV screen, back
against the wall and still his
eyes kept darting about, as if
he were about to he attacked
from above or below.
LaRouche's latest conspiracy is the worldwide food
cartel that promotes starvation in Africa. as a means of
increasing ito; profits. He has
no hard evidence, just the fact
that food prices continue to go
up, farmers continue to go
broke and children in Africa
continue to starve.
LaRouche also produced
"proof" that last summer's
drougnt was an aberration in
the natural drought cycle,
which he claims could fuel
disaster when the next
regularly scheduled drought
occurs in 1990. Industrialized
society and 'ts pol1ution are the
loosely knit conspirators in
that case.
What was really surprising

was tha t LaRouche fillt d the 30
minutes. Never mind that
most of what he said was
kooky. It was no stranger than
2 jll~ for voles based on a vpto
oi -' Pledge of Allegiance
rrf!~lirement
or the opP.L ~on's failure to arrest a
C(:r:tral American dictator on
drug charges.
I sat back a moment and
pondered what might happen if
Vice President George Bush or
Gov. Mkhael Dukakis attel',' . It.ed a 3O-minute comntf-lSl at this point in th~
c:': r,rpaign. I tried to remember
how long it has been since I
saw either of them give so
much as a five-minute in-

ten:::e

t~~:er:~!nows who
want to run the campaign their
way. They want to "debate"
before an audience of equal
numbers of their supporters.
They want to choose who asks
the questions. They want the
final say over the camera
angles and lighting techniques
used to photograph them.
H the television networks
had half the courage of the
League of Women Voters, the
candidates would have their
way and they would shell out
the going rate for commercial
~~~~~~~iJ.ust as Lyndon
That won't happen of course,
so here is another suggestion
that won't be used:
In consideration of the
length of time each cancildate
has spent dispussing the
issues, here's a way one of
them could fill his 3O-minute
spot. Use the same kind of
footage that television stations
use to sign off, a scene of the
U.S. flag waving against a
background of blue sky and
have the Stal Spangled Banner
~::ro~r~~l:v~~~round, over

Non-smokers deserve smokers' consideration
A matter of great concprn
for a large majority of
American people today is
smoking. People have a right
to smoke if they wish, but U.ose
who don't may be forced to
endure the Unpleasantness
smoking may cause. Everyone
is aware of the variety of
illnesses smoking can cause to
the person w!to smokes. But I
don't believe smokers always
cot... iuer
U1l;~
UUII-:;mUKe,'

sitting next to them.
On a college campus, a large
college especially, then: are
always places to go to esc.ape
the smokers, bL:t what if, in the
place you need to be, no one is
considerate enough to ask:
"Will my smoking bother
you?"
The smoke will not harm the
non-smoker nearly as quickly,
but the smell of the smoke is
very unpleasant. For the non-

smoker, the smoke irritates
the eyes and causes roughing,
which is aggravating.
i believe that people have
the right not to be '.lubjected to
the smoke. Public places
should have smoking and nonSMoking areas, and they
should be used by the proper
person.-Steve Dorsey,
freshman, undecided major.

I..Jetters
Official silence erodes confidence;
collapse of Council embarrassing
Op~n letter to Mayor Dillard
and councilmen Mills, Morris
and Yow. You are wrong in
your assertion that you do Dot
need to justify your vote as a
member of the Carbondale
City Council. Irregardiess of
what your decisioD is, you
must demonstrate yourself to
be rational in orl!zr to maintain the confidence of those
who are affected by your
decisions.
An authoritarian government is driven by an internal
conviction of what is right. We
live in a fragile democracy
which is characterized by
more than elections. It is not
enough to hold public hearings
with no discussion or debate,
and then pronounce your

decision.
You have maintained that
you would not engar,e us in
discussion or argument. While
you sat quietly listening, we
provided you wit!> a number of
excellent arguments against
the couple and prop!)sed
alternatives such as widening
Main Street. We were
motivated
by
selfpreservation, not greed; and
there is a profound difference.
We argued that a family's
home is sacred, our opponents
in the business community
argued that the dollar is
sacred. On Tuesday night, it
was your turn to demonstrate
to us that you were capable of
understanding the arguments
on both sides. No member of

the Council could muster thl'
courage or courtesy to present
even a tivt: minute argument
in favor of the couple.

i
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.. FREE Small Cheese Pizza with order of

lG. 2 Ingredient Pizza

"The Best Arcund"

lImit 1 pel" order

Pick-Up or Delivery

GrandAve.Moll

549-7811

Carbondale

If you disal;lreed, you should
have demonstrated an ability

::;~rm:~~te a:r~f~~l~~~ y~h~

901 S.llIInol.

reasoning behind it. Instead,
you created the impression of
ineptitude. Your lack of
strength was frightening and
destructive. Your physical
collapse before the attacks of
Councilman Tuxhorn was
embarrasing not only to you,
but to all of us. Tuxhorn was no
more out of line than
you.-John W. Shriver,
associate professor, chemistry
and biochemistry.
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In the last year TV
evangelists have really made
the news. Once thought of as
the messengers of God, they
have been exposed to the
public as third rate con men
looking to make a fast buck.
This bad exposure inevitably
ended Pat Robertson's bid for
the Republican presidential
nomination. Jim and Tammy
Bakker lost their PTL empire
after Jim used his charismatic
charm on church secretary
Jessica Hahn. Then of c~
the humble servant of L"le
Lord, Brother Jimmy
Swaggart, took a shameless
hussie to a low budget motel
for some late night healing.
These men claim to be
prophets speaking the word of
God. Are they sincere'? Well
nobody can really know for
sure, but judging from the size
of their estates it's hard to
believe that they are humble
servants of the Lore. The
amounts of money that t3ese
people are handling are
staggering. After looking at
thP ~i~; these piolleers of
de<.. t.;>t" on have achieved, other
equally greedy opportunists
are finding bright new careers
in the business of the Lord.
One example I woulc like to
pursue is Robert Tilten. Mr.
Tilten is a representative of no
particular denomination, but
rather owns his own TV
ministry based in Dallas,
Texas. Robert Tilten's
program "The Success ill Life
0;.,

Show"
is syndicated
throughout the U.S. and can be
seen on KBSI Channel 23 from
11:30 to 12:30 every Sunday
night here in Carbondale.
His message is simple, so
simple in fact that his main
contributors must be
uneducated and misguided
members of society. The
theme of his program is that
you can have success in life by
sending him a $1,000 vow of
faith. By giving him money,

class, he says that $1,000 is not
enough and you must st!nd him
a five or 10 thousand dollar
vow. Sometimes when he is not
getting enough cash he will
begin to rant and rave into the
.:amera, speaking in ..ongues
and occasionally shouting at
his audience to "put up or shut
up."
Tilten is obviously no
biblical scholar. Often he will
misquote the Bible, misinterpret the Bible, make up

Sometimes when he
is not getting enough
cash he will begin to'
rant and rave into the
camera, speaking in
tongues and occaSIonally shouting at
his audience to "put
up or shut up ...
,------

aren't there and make untrue
statements about Jesus' belief
in television as a medium for
God.
Apparently Tilten's ministry
is thriving which, leaves me
two explanations:
One, he is making money off
the dumber people in society
or;
Second, rich businessmen
are using his ministry as a tax
write off.
If you watch the "Success in
Life" program you'll see that
Robert Tilten is a character
but I don't believe he sould be
labled as contemptible. After
all, he's a businessman, no
worse than a broker on Wall
Street using inside information
to his own advantage, or the
big corporation underc1l!ting
the little guy to eliminate
competition. Robert Tilten is a
capitalist and capitalism is
what makes this country
great. Isn't it'?-Michael
Edwards, senior, history.

1

chapters in the BiblE that

God will "mile upon you and
heal you of any sickness or
disease you bE. ve, or perhaps ;1

b~~s:c~~~ew~~ ~~tfo~

finances. Robert Tilten aslcs
you to give a.. much as you
can. If you are poor and don't
have the money, send a check
anyway and the Lord will
miraculously grant you the
cash so that your check doesn't
bounce.
If you are relatively middle

f3mimod
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SOC Drafts
":00 till 9:00pm

Abortion decision can change life
When pregnant with my first
chUd, who was by no means
"planned" (and I certainly
wasn't
"ready"
for
motherhood) I realized that
this pregnancy meant that
there was going to be a child,
unless I did something to stop
it (something violent, I might
add). Given time there would
be a baby, just like those in
mothers' arms and diaper
commercials everywhere. I
was no longer sole tenant of
my body - it wasn't just my
body anymore - it was home
to another life.
It is this that proabortionists seem to find most
distasteful. There is so much
talk of a woman having control
over her body, of it being her
body, her choice. But" in filet,
once sl,e is pregnant it is no

longer only her body, there is
another.
Indeed, as Jacke Hampton's
editorial stated, we are victims, but male and female
were are all victims, victims of
the selfishness which holds
that "Me and Mine" takes
precedence over all otlters.
The fact of 4,000 abortions a
day in this country (even while
ads in this very paper testify to
how loved and wanted an
"unwanted" baby caL be)
demonstrates that liur society
values personal convenience
over life itself.
This is why, on the basis of
this single issue, I will vote for
Bush. This single issue reveals
too much about basic va lues to
be ignored,. and. ,~o VQte
otheN'ise wo·.tld· be to con-

tradict those values. And in
response to the question of how
the next president will affect
the current abortion laws - he
will appoint the next Supreme
Court justices. Just as a legal
decision a hundred yeers ago
declared tha t blacks were
without civil rights, and was
later corrected, so this legal
decision declaring yet unborn
children non-persons can be
corrected
And if there are those
reading this now faCing this
issue, either philosophically or
in the most concrete way
possible, I can say, from
personal experience that the
decision will change your life.
Choose life. Listen to what is
<;lpsest _to .your. hearl.-J ulb
Murphy, Carbondale.

BILLIAIBS PAILOUB
q;eh' .q;~ .q;juu:«d

lOam-6pm
114 lb. All Beef Frank
with pickle & chips
Draft or Soda '1.35
Italian Beef Sandwich
with pickle & chips
Draft or Soda 5Z.Z5

Police Blotter C~N~IDA
!~S, f~ Page. 1the bipartIsan COmmISSion on palgns.
A fatal autc accident occured Wednesday at approximately 2 a.m. on Route
51, one mile south of DeSoto,
the Jackson County Sheriffs
Office reported.
Larry N::mce, 24, of DeSoto
was pronounced dead at the
scene by Ja('kson County
Coroner Don Ragsdale, according to polke.
Nance had been traveling
north on Route 51 when his
vehicle left the roadway then
re-entered the roadway on its
side officials said. Nance's
body was found away from the
vehicle.
The Jackson County Traffic
Reconstruction Unit is investigating the cause of the
accident. Anyone having information about the accident is
askedtocontacttheJacitson
COUilty Sheriff's Office.
Unknown intruders entered
a residence on Beveridge St.
Monday evening and ('('mmitted a burglary, Carbondale
Police said.
Margaret A. Bacon, 20, of 407
S. Be\'eridge reported that
persons entered her apartment
sometime between 9 p.m. and
11:30 p.m. Sunday and stole a
televisi:m, jewelry, and a
calculator, police said.
The loss was estimated at
f280, police said.

Presidential Debates, which
sponsored the first Bush~ukakis debate, said the group
also pla~ to. host the second
pr~identlal (Jebate Oct. 13 or
14 in Los Angeles. Monday, the
non-partisan League of
Women Voters withdrew as
sponsor.
Bob Neuman, a spokesman
for. the. Commissio~ ~n
Presidential De~ates, said the
gro~p - a r.~t!:8tion of ~e two
national political parties -will sponsor the second
presidential debate.
"The only caveat to that is
we have to raise money,"
Neuman said, estimating the
costtobeabout~,OOO.

Neumansaidit"lookspretty
good" that the Los Angeles
debate will be held in the
Shrine Auditorium - the site
theleag"Ueplannedtouseuntil
it abruptly withdrew as
sponsor because League
President Nancy Neuman said
the event would be "s fraud on
the American people" with the
rigid restrictions imposed by
the Bush and Dukakis cam-

The vice presidential candidates we:-., to arrive in
Omaha later Tuesday and

wereeli!~tedt'J.to~the7,ooo-

seat ClVlC A,:,diton~m Wednesday for an inspection of the
forum for their only one-on-one

clashofth~campaign.

In Washington, Quayle, 41,
toured the ticket's national

cam~ign. head9~arters for
the first time, glv~g a short
~p talk and shakmg hands

With workers.
He. ignored reporters'
questions about how he feels or
how he expects to do against
Bentsen Wednesday, saying
only, "Tune in tomorrow
night." But he told campaign
workers the debate would be
"a good opportunity for me to
be able to talk to the AmeriCF":
people in an unedited ven."m
for 90 minutes."
.
.
Bentsen has been in Austin,
Texas, s~ceSunday for d~te
preparation. A Bentsen aide
said he has had at least one
mock debate, ~ith Rep. D~
Eckart, D-Ohio, 38, playmg
Quayle.

'Ex-racer convicted
for drug ....affiICking'
U
I

BENTON <uP!) - A jury were Benjamin Barry
Tuesday convicted former Kramer, 33, of Davie, Fla.,
Indianapolis 500 "Rookie of a former open-ocean
the Year" Randy Thoma& raceboa t
champion;
Lanier anu tnree co- Eugene Albert Fischer, 47,
defendants on charges of of Coral Gables, Fld., a
operating a multimillion- businessman; and Kay Dee
dollar marijuana traf- Bell Jr., 43, of Redwood
ficking ring.
City, Calif., a businessman
The prosecution charged with harbor and docking
Lanier, 33, of Davie, Fla., interests in the San Franand his co-defendants cisco area.
peddled more than 600,000
Lanier, Kramer and
pounds of marijuana and Brock were convicted of
were making as much as $12 engaging in a continuing
million a year.
criminal enterprise _
Jurors, who heard which carries a mandatory
testimony from 82 witnesses life sentence upon conand examined some 5,000 viction - and with condocuments during the thr~ spiracy to distribute more
month trial, began than 1,000 pounds of
deliberations Friday and marijuana.
spent some 30 hours conLanier also was found
sidering the cbarges before guilty of incume tax frau:i,
returing the verdict which could bring <t fiveTuesday.
year prison term and a
L_..!C~0~n:.:v!!ic~te:::d:!-..:::w:.!;it~h:.......;:L::!a::.:nc!!i::::er:....-~$::.::;10~,~OOO::.::..:f=in:.:e:.:..._ _ _ _ _ _-'
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ON 'THE STRIP
Plate Lunch
11:00am-2:00pm
If not served in 10 minutes
next lunch FREE

Ham & Beans
CornBread

10/3-10/7

Thunder Salad

$3.85

Soup and Salad
(Bowl of each)

1/4 lb. Hot Dog
Fries & Regular Pe
Sl.59
Good only on Wednesday

7 DAYS A WEEK ___Y"'~_
Pizza Pete's ~ located
in the Big Muddy Room
on the lower level
of the Student Center.

HOURS:
10:30-2:00
Monday-Friday

HOW TO ENRICH YOUR
EDUCATION BY $1000 A MONTH
If you're a math. engineering or physical
sciences major, you could be earning
$1.000 a month during your junior and
senior years.
This excellent opportunity is part of
the Navy Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate Program. It's one of thE most
prestigious ways of entering the nuclear
field-and rewarding, too. You get a
$4,000 bonus upon entrance into the
program, and $2,000 more when you
complete y.:>u~ Naval studies.
You a!..o receive a year or paid
graduate-lp.,.." training that's the most
compwhensive in the world. And y<>u'U
acq~lce expertise with state-of-the-art

nuclear reactor and propulsion plant
technology.
As a Navy officer, you'll lead the
adventur~ while gaining high-level ellperience th .. t will help make you a leader in
one of the world'shlgh·tech industries.
In addition to the professional
z.dvantages, nuclear-traii,ed officers get
an unbeatable benefits package,
travel opportunities, promotions and
a solid salary.
Find out more about the Navy
Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program, and make your education ~t1
paying off today. Call Na~' Management Programs: 1-800-322-6289.

NAVY CAREER PRESENTATION
WEDNESDAY 10/19/88. 6:30PM
131 LAWSON HALL

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
THURSDAY 10/20/88
SIGN UP AT PLACEMENT'

NAVY¥OFFICER.
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THIS WEE!('S SPECIAL
10/3-10/7

Power
Breakfast
2 Eggs any style and choice
of 2 slices of bacon, 2
links or 2 sausage patties
with hash browns & toast

S2.09
We're open
Monday through
Friday -7am
to 1:30pm.
Located on the 1st floor-Student Center

., \ \ \

HARVEST, from Page 1 - said. These birds nest at Cave
Valley and Bear Creek in the
spring and return to the
tropics in the fall, he said.
"They are mostly warblers
like the Kentucky Warbler and
the American Red Start,"
Rayburn said.
"The question is whether
cutting will affect the
management of the birds. We
don't expect there will be any
danger, but we want to do a
formal study to be sure."
Burkhart said when the sales
were planned in 1983 they were
1esigned to accommodate
plants and animals but more
inform!!~ion recently became
available about the possible
addition of more endangered
plants and animals.
The study will be conducted

DEBATE, from Page 1

during the next six months and
will conclude possibly in the
spring, Burkhart said.
Experts in the field such as
biologists from the Natural
History Survey and the
University will be consulted
for the study, he said.
The Cave Valley Sale was
sold to East Perry Lumber Co.
of Frona, Mo., in January 1963
and Tbe Bear Creel,[ Sale was
sold to S&G Timber Inc. of
Ava, Ill., in April 1986.
Brian
Unnerstall,
procurement forester for
Perry Lumber, said the
suspension has not affected the

for Southern Illinois, quality on ali issues is "pure noneducation and an end to tile sense.· t
drug problem plaguing tile
"If you follow that to its
nation are the top issues uf
logical conclusion then the
the campaign.
vote
that President Bush, if
Kelley has made an issue
of Poshard's stances on elected, casts against the
cost
of living increase, I
such issues as abortion, gun
control and gay rights, since would assume that
he disagrees with the Professor Kelley would
automatically go along with
Democratic platform.
"Leadership takes llace leadership and vote against
a cost of living increase," be
in CO"ltext," Kelley sai •.
Poshard
defended said.
alegations that be would be
The final debate will
a 'I' es man" in Washington begin at 7: 30 tonight.
an said "I feel perfectly
free to disagree with my
Transportation to the
leade~hip on issues I feel college will be sponsored by
personal about. "
the College Democrats and
Poshard said the idea that the College Republicans.
he would be forced to agree Buses ':"illlea've the Student
with Democratic leadership Center aili; 3(; p.m.

cO'~l:nc1~u:~t~ ~~~ some
pine but we weren't going to
start on hardwoods until next
year," he said.

LABOR, from Page 1
Association was organized on
campus in 1984. Its parent
organization, the National
Education Association, is an
independent labor union with
1.9 million members.
lEA organizer Don Keck
could not give a membership
count for the University
because he said "we aren't in
the business of recruiting
members."
Both unions agree on the
issues of collective bargaining.
lEA and UP promise higher
salaries for faculty memDers
and shared governance with
the administration.
lEA University president
Gary Kolb said the money for
salary increases would come
from the state. "The state has
the money, but it is not
spending it in the right way."
A union's voice would be
more effective in getting the
money from the legislature,
Kolbadded.
UP president Herbert

Cycle club

Donow said in a shared
governance, the two sides
would work together to make
and review policies.
Under the present system
the administration sometimes
operates on a method of shared
governance and other times
"does exactly what it wants
and gets the policies it wants,"
he added.
Kolb said, "We are not
concerned with beating the
other union." He predicted
lEA would win by a 3-1 margin
over UP.
"That is not correct,"
Donow said. "I would rather

. ·;r

from Page 1 - She said this advice applies
to men as well as women.
"Men need to listen to
women. If she says no, listen
and stop; if she didn't mean it,
then she'll let you know."
Rape is generally defined as
forced sexual intercourse that
is perpetrated against the will
of the victim. This applies to
situations with acquaintances
and strangers involving
physical violence, coercion, or
threat of harm to the victim.
Eighty to 90 percent of all
rapes are acquamtance rapes,
Clau'.;sen said, but the most
common rape during the
Halloween weekend is
stranger rape.
Claussen said almost all
assaults reported to the RAC
involve alcohol.

•1· . ·~Et,..·
Murdale

DENTAL aNTE.

.

Saturday

Hou..... AWlilabill
No oppointorwnl
,.....orytOf

C.IIU.·2',.

~

be~hum:tC:~~:~:ks

been supporting the view that
collective bargaining is not in
the best interest of the
University, Tom Britton, vice
chancellor for academic affairs, said the administration
will cooperate if the faculty
chooses a union to represent
them.

to hold bike race

The sm Cycle Club and the
American Cancer Society are
sponsoring a bike-a-thon from
8 a.rn. to6 p.m. Sunday around
C9alpllS Lake.
Local merchants have
donated $500 in prizes to be
awarded to the top 50 riders. A
party at Jeremiah's, 201 N.

Me I

Washington St., will be
awarded to the top group
finishers.
Free T-shirts will be
awarded to all partiCipants.
Sponsor sheets are available at
Southern Gas Company, 1114
N. Marion St., and Pheonix
Cycle, 300 S. Illinois Ave.

DEfi~~~~~O~:r:EEK I

/; :. ':::", N:· KENWOOD KFC·1671

~ 'STEREO'" .'- -6 % inch 2-way
Only $7900 -CAR STEREO SPEAKER

I

~

RAPE,

-90 Watts max

Pair

You should know
about
~ stick
[cst. Ir's [he fast and easy
way to find OUt If you'rt'
pregnant. Or nm. And

<.".•

'YOU fmd out

111

prn:a(l:.

If the Mit.:k rums pmk.
you're pregnant. If it 'St3)"S
white. you're not. 1['5 [hat
simple.
I( )'(XJ h.1.'t' any
ques[Jon~

about c.p.t.~ call

u ••011 fret, ]·800·562"()266.

In Now Jersey, just <:311
]·800·338'()326.
<.p.t. T!.< fin, and
rmm trustw. name In
I'rq:nancy ."'nng.

Eastgaht Shopping Center Carbondale
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Wednesday Night

DANCE PARTY
Ladies .. $3 at the door

entitles you to a ~~·~~S glass we'll
fill all night with the drinks of your choice
Guys. Come keep the ladies companyFree Food Buffet at Midnight

.

Rt. 13 E.

()pen8:00pm
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New assistantships offered
by, national research council
Aboul 450 h~W full-time
research associclteships are
available from the National
Research Council.
The
1989
Resident,
Cooperative, and Postdoctoral
Research Associa teship
Programs are for research in
the sciences and engineering.
They conduct re-;earch for 30
federal agencies or research
institutions in 115 laboratories
throughout the United States.
The new associateships will
be awarded for research in
chemistry; earth and atmospheric
sciences;
engineering and applied
sciences; biological, health,

behavioral
sciences;
biotechnology, rna thema tics,
space and planetary science
and physics.
Most of the programs are
open to both U.S. citizens and
foreign nationals and to both
recent doctoral recipients and
seniors.
The programs, initiated in
1954, have contributed to the
career development of over
5,500 scientists.
Awards are made for one or
two years, renewable to a
maximum of three years.
Annual stipends range from
$27,ISO to $35,000 for recent
doctoral recioients or higher

for senior associates.
ApplicaUons to the National
Research Council must be
postmarked no later than Jan.
15, 1989, (Dec. 15 for NASA),
April 15 and Aug. 15, 1989.
Initial awards will be announced in March and April, in
July and November for later
competitions and awards to
alternates later wiU follow.
For details; c.')ntact the
Associatesl.ip Programs
<GR430A-DO, Office of
Scientific and Engineering
Personnel, National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution
Ave., Washington, D.C. 20418,
(202) 334-2760.

Wildlife photos featured
The public is invited to a
photography con lest
Iileeting tomorrow night at
the Crab Orchard National
Wildlife Refuge.
The theme of the contest
is wild animals on the
refuge, said Ed Wagner,
outdoor recreation planner
at the refuge. Wagner said
participants in the contest
range from experts to
amateurs and any type of
camera may be used.
Participants may enter a
maximu.m of nine pbotos, he

'Beauty and the Beast' at Shryock
The Joffrey II Dancers will
present director-choreographer Robert Englund's adaptation of the familiar fairy
tale, "Beauty and the Beast,"
at 8 p.m. Oct. 11 at Shryock
Auditorium.
Based upon the original
French 18th century version of
the story, it is a three-act

Alexander Glazounov are
combined with an enchanted
forest setting featuring
elaborately
costumed
charac ers to recreate the tale.
The Is-member company is
comprised of a select number
of IS-to 22-year-olds.
Formed in 1969, the Joffrey
II Dance Company is a
classical dance company

designed to prepare aspiring
young dancers to join the
ranks of the prestigious Joffrey Ballet Company.
Eighty percent of company
alU'llni have become members
of the J offrey Ballet, while 35
other professional dance
troups also contain Joffrey
graduates,

Eighty percent of
company alumni have
become members of
the Joffrey Ballet.
ballet that illustrates the story
of an enchanted prince freed
by Beauty's affection from an
enchantment changing him
into an ugly beast.
Musical selections by

to:e<P.J. & THE MAGIC BUS

IEA-nEA
In response to a Freedom of Inforination Act request, lEA has
learned that SIU has now spent $318,124 for the legal services
of Seyfarth and Shaw. This amount reflects university expen. .
ditures from FY 85 through July 31, 1988.

~~~.
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said, and these may be a
combination of slides and
pictures,such as slides with
color prints' or slides with
black and white print-"
Wagner said the contest is
beld every other month and
is spons<!red by the Crab
Orchard National Wildlife
Refuge
Nature
Photography Society.
The contest is scheduled
for 7 p.m. at the Visitor
Contact Station located two
miles south of New Route 13
on Route 148.

Columbus Day Sale
U.s.D.A Gov'l Inspected
Fresh Sliced

U.S.DA Grade X
F~mily Pac

ThGlJ1pson

New Crop
Soulhern Illinois

Out OWI1 Homemade
Ilalia" Sausage or

1/4 Pork Loins Seedless Grapes Frying Chicken Jonathan Apples

78~b.

$}4t.
or

44~b.

$1 ?~8ag $14L~

Tombstone
Pizza

U.s.D.A. Choil'e Bacon·Wrapped

Filet Mignon

:========~~
Diet Pepsi or
CaUien~

fischer

SaU...g<'. Pepperoni. \h...,... HdlllWI;:<,r

$68~.

Smoked Picnics

3/$5~!~7~.

89 C

Frnh From Our iD-Sl1N'f! IlDJlf'ry

Seilz

~!n~hmeats
Sliced

Raisin Triangles

$ 38

Fiel Solt While

1 5/$1 00
88 ¢
4 $}19
Chocolale Ilavarian Cream Filled

60-75-100 Walt

Long
.Johns

~!fhtBuJbs

Bratwurst

I'.

DelmontE<

Catsup

l..bDIfJ

UOL.br

--------

t9

~i::rUry Au.pur
lJInJtl

51.b.

¢

Country Fair and You-A team that can't be beat!

~~=~D~O:!t~~~.~~

2) Boneless Fresh Pond Raised
Catfish Nuggets .............................. &1.98Ib
S) Gulf White Medium Shrimp .•••••.•••• $5.98 lb.
4) Extra Large Sea Scallops •••••••••..•••• &9.98 lb.
5) 9 Oz. Rock Lobster Tails ....•..••... 69.98 each
6) Black Tip Shark Steaks•.•••...•..•...•.• '5.98 Ib

. '

Nabisco
Premium
Saltines, 160.. IIox

...
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS:
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!chiii'Hot Beans19 ~
: 1602.

COUDIry Fair TdeWioa ~ appear 011 KFVS, WSIl, WCEE 1\1 .talioDs.
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...COMPARE THE BOTTOM LINE
1702W.MAIN-CARBONOAl.E.R.·457-0381

We raerve the right to limit quantities
COUNTRY FAIR, 24-110URS A DAY!
Your One Stop Sh""ping Experienc:e
These prices effective Wednesday, 10/5/88 thru

I~---++=-'\I'

Student Programming Council
Our committees are
open to all Students.

We Program Ixcltementl
'or more Information contact SPC 536~191

We encourage you to
become an active member.

___- - I s J m Morr son Really Dead
(See next week's Dally Egyptian ad for details)
Homecoming '88

~

w~.j~.
i/..y:

Applications Q". now being accepted
lor

Mr. & Ms. Salukl

ff,.. peta.... wit, penonality. and kaYe

0

._,,~:t

gr.at tirr.. at

SIU~,ou col,llldbe~r. arMs. $oluki. WinnMIannounced

"~ c.'

•

at the "'Wild, Wild MJdwest" p.,,-ttally, Fridoy. October 21,

Ateno POTlo-in; Lot. rn. fint Howen moleond f.mole tclnclido'"
will be .ilgibl •. Enlri.:Io mUlot be rec:.iv"; Of SPC by

WednMdov. Odnbe,. t2. "':30 pm. Pick up entry form at
5r'C :kd Floor. 5tud.nt C.nter.

Dec.1, 10-6 - Dec.2, 10-5
Dec. 3 . 9-4

Hall of Fame Square and Internatio:l;jllounge
Our annual Holidav Craft Sale has become a maior campus
event over 75 ariists and c·aftspeop: ... holidav ejecorations.
and area musicai groups all add up to 3 days of
Chri,tmas Cheer at the SIU Swdent Center.

co·sponsored by SPC Fine Arts and the Craft

__
All

~

_ Sprin. gs

._Colorado
(Winter Break)
Jan. 6-15

Package Includ..

Friday/Saturday
October 7 & 8
11 pm only

"7 nights accomodatian 1---.......
at the Whistler
Village Townhomes
*5 out of 6 days lift
tickets at Steamboat
"Parties with live music.
ch_e & refreshme"ts
"Other ski activities
~---. . . .
·Package with Cooch
Bus transportation
$290 wlTransportation
$205 wlo Transportation O---"1fII"""'1IIiI
$20 damage deposit

Flash Gordon

Friday/Saturday
Thursday
October 7 & 8
October 6
7:15 & 9pm
7 & 9pm
For more Information contact SPC at 536-3393

Announces a Search
For New Commlttse
Chalrpenon

EJCp'<£Uiu~

dftls and tfu L.£a:J~
<1!ouupu...£nt'

22nd Congressional District Candidate Forum

GLENN
POSHARD

and

PATRICK
KELLEY

Wednesday. October 12th 7:30pm
Student Center Auditorium
Limited Ticke:ts Available to
SIUC Students-Free in Student
Programming Council Office 3rd /-Ioor
Student Center.
For More Info call 536-3393

Deadline for application is Friday. October 14 at 4pm
Pick up application at the SPC Office.
~·---I.

Coordinate the following: SIU Cheerleaders. SIU Shakers, SIU Mascots
p~ Ralli.,.. hillat.,., Funcir"isi"ll. Summer C.. mp
Football, .... ketb.oll, Volleyball,;one! B"seball lame Spirit promolion
Hom~min8 and P"rents' O"Y 'pirit "ctiviti.,.. ~

For more information call 536-3393
or stop by our oftl(.e on the 3rd fI(Jor
of the Student Center.

Housing cuts result Gospel act
in less toilet paper . set to play
I'

By Kimberly Clarke
Staff Writer

Last year it was ten, this
year it was two.
The decrease in rolls of toilet
paper given to residents of
University Housing apparently wasn't because of a
laclr of flushes.
"We'd have to raise our
rates to include the service
(providing toilet paper), and
we already have the secc,nd
highest rates for room am!
board," Edward Jones,
director of Housing, said.
SnJ-C has rates of $1,312 per
semester for on-campus
housing, second only to the
University of Illinois.
The University of Illinois
charges $1,656 per semester to
live on campus.
Tbp- lowest rates for dormitory living. as far as a state
school i!l Illinois, is Illinois
State Univer"ity wbp.re rates
are $1,150.
However, every state school
in Illinois raised its rates from
last year except SIU-C.
"We want the rate to be
stable so we can compete with
other universities," Jones
said.
SIU-C offers suite-style
rooms at Brush Towers, Neely
Hall and Thompson Point,
where two rooms are adjoined
by a hathroom.
The Triads, which is part of

at the Arena

University Park, has the style
which other state universities
include - with a community
bathroom. In these instances,
toilet paper is provided by the
housing office.
Pam May, a sophomore in
Neely, wasn't happy with the
situation.
"We held to go out and buy
the stuff that we thought we
would get for free again this
year," May said.

A combination of rock
'n' roll and gospel music
will be on tap at the
Arena when Mvlon
Lefevre and Broken
Heart perform Nov. 5.
The group will be
debuting its first No. 1
alb.um, "Crack the Sky", ,
temporary
Christian
magazine.
Special guest White
Heart will join Lefevre at
the 8 p.m. performance.
Tickets for the event go
on salt; Saturday, Oct. 8
at all usual sm Arena
ticket outlets, One Way
BookstQres in St. Louis
and Christian Bookstores
in Fairview Heights. The
cost is $10.50, $9.50 for
groups of ten or more.
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SCANNER

European
Body Wrap

Now you can
[iigitize Pictures,
Graphics, and
anything else you
can dream up or
create.

Process

Do You Want To:

~ T~~ r~o~~~ta~6"
Measurel!lenls in Just
One 2'n Hour Session?
• Reduce UnsighUy
Cetlul~e? • Reduce
51 -llch Marts?

~i:~~~ I~~~ aD~~~afror

ThE lAsERGRApitlc Coou

further information - call

us or CDme in and see us

KOPIES & M\)RE
607 S. ILLINOIS AVE.
529-5679

~~~~s ~~ t~h~ C:::'~

Bnt the 'way Jones sees the
problem, "If you've got to
have it, you've got to buy it,"
and the students pay for it
either way. Buying it on their
own they have the option to
buy the brand they want, he
said.
Jim Boeschen, sophomore in
Mae Smith, said that the
University "should provide it
but also get a better quality of
toilet paper."
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Tone
Your BOdy
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LAROMA'S PIZZA
Wednesday SpeCial

LARGE liTEM
& 2-32 oz. Pepsi's

ONLY~
$7 :''t'
~l
~

Open For Lunch Delivery
Mon-Sat llam
Wednesday Special na' valid with any
other coupons, no substitutions.

10'''ing ilL"""

,COMING SOONI

THE UNION THAT CARES--AND WORKS!
HerbertS. Donow, President
In April 1971, a handful of us met in Morris Library Auditorium and
became the Carbondale Federation of University Teachers, later the
University Professionals, an affmate of both the Illinois and American
Federation of Teachers. Although a collective bargaining election
seemed remote to us then, we were firmly convinced that it was
inevitable, a conviction fueled by the rapid unionization of public'
universities during the 197OS. When Ule five Illinois universities of the
Board of Governors system won a collective bargaining election in
1977, we knew our turn would come.
Our 17-year history has not been spent, however, Simply waiting for
collective bargaining. From the beginning, we believed that a union, be
it ever so small (and small we were), could provide important service
to our colleagues. For one thing, a genera~ion of sm faculty and staff
learned about collective bargaining and related issues from us.
But our prime goal during that time was to help our colleagues. If we
couldn't bargain a contract with protective provisions, we could
volunteer our time and experience to advise and represent people in
grievances and legal actions. Jerry Auerbach, then a professor of
Social Work, Dave Gobert, a professor of French, Garth Gillan, a
professor of Philosophy, John Pohlrrtlmn, a professor of Educational
Psycholngy, and at least half a dozen others helped people with
griev!inces and, in some instances, even saved jobs. I represented
Annie Woodbridge and Nadeyne Bork, both of Foreign Languages, in a
sex discrimination case at a Fair Employment Practices Commission
hear;ng. The university agreed to a substantial lump sum payment to
ccmpensate these twc faculty members for having been underpaid
because they were women. I albo represented Elsa Kula in a College of

Human Resources hearing, at which we were able to get her salary
raised, again because we proved she had been the victim of sex
discrimination. I represented Jim Kilker, now professor emeritoJS,
when he won his grievance to be promoted to professor.
We have, with the assistance of the 1FT and AFT, f,one to court or
commission hearings on behalf of Literally scores of people-the twelve
people who successfully fought the university on a parking case in the
early 70s; the celebrated 104 who were fired at Christmas in 1973 in an
ill-advised declaration of financial exigency; Carolyn Weiss ill her sex
discrimination case before the FEPC; and of course, most recently,
William Hammond of the School of Music.
Although our record of success is good, we obviously have not won
them all. But our proudest achievements are not the battles fought and
won but those that were settled quietly, behind the scenes, in a
"collegial" way. Our approach to these cases has always been
professional and non-conf.ontationaL The interest of the grievant, not
the organization, has been the guiding principle in our handling of
these cases.
The University Professionals has a tradition. Even without
bargaining, we have become an institution representing stability,
commitment to SnT, and an intense desire to makt: this a better place
to work. Tltere are hundreds c,f people who have joined this union over
the years who are convinced of the psychological and economic value
of a union that cares.
The length and quality of this commitment to sm faculty and staff
make us unique. But our uniqueness lies in other things as well. In thi>
coming weeks, I will give other reasons why this is the UNION TtL4.T
CARES-·AND WORKS.

UP-WE CAN WORK TOGETHER
Questions'? Call us.
Dave Gobert
6-5571

John Pohlmann

6-7763

Judy Aydt

John Snyder

Tom Schill

6-5571

6-5371

6-2301

Daiily 1~2Ypti~In.·()c'tl>ber ~, 1988. Page 11

East St. Louis mayor sues
state; task force appointed
EAST ST. LOUIS <UPI) Claiming that Gov. James R.
Thompson is trying to take
over his city, Mayor Carl E.
Officer filed a suit Monday in
federal district cuurt in an
attempt to bait the effort.
The suit, filed in federal
court in East St. Loui.c ,
alleges that Thcmpson has
National Guaru troops on
standby to take over E:lst st.
Louis in the event it falls into
banltruplt:y.
David l<~ields, spokesman
'or Thompson, said state
officiais have not yet
reviewed the lawsuit, but

denied the state bas any
intention to take over the
city or use National Guard
troops in the city.
"Therc is absolutely no
truth to the mayor's rumor
that the National Guard is
ready to move into East St.
Louis or anywhere else, "
Fields said.
Thomps.ln announced
Friday he would set up a
state task fOice to study
solutions to the city's
financial pr,;)Dlem~.. One of
the solutions the task force
might discuss is the
dissolution of East St. Louis

G~encoe

man,
U.S. woman
scale Everest

KATMANDU. Nepal <uP!)
- A doctor ~rom Glencoe has
scaled MOllnt Everest, accompanying a bicycle
messenger from Redmond,
Wash., who b~am~ the second
American woman in history to
conquer the world's tallest
peak, the Ministry of Tourism
reported Tuedsday.
The pair, Dr. Geofirey
Tabin. 32. of Glencoe and
Peggy Joan Luce, 30, of
Redmond, reached the 29,029foot summit a half-hour apart
Sunday, the ministry announced.
The two are members of the
Northwest American Everest
Expeditil'r..

city government.
Officer, who said on
Monday he bad been unsuccessful in trying to
contact Thompson, lashed
out at the governor.

~1~1.
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SPRINGFIELD <UPI) The Illinois Supreme Court has
refused to reconsider its
decision striking down
Chicago's so-called yuppie tax
on health club memberships,
court officials said 'Iuesday.
The court made the decision
without comment and also
rejected 10 other petitions for

rehearing.
In June the court declared
the tax unconstitutional,
saying it was an occupation
tax disguised as an
amusement tax.
The 2 percent tax was a~
proved by the Chicago City
Council in December 1985.

V
Dr. Buzz's
°;lAdvice To Tb.e

"The gcvernor is a close
friend
of President
Reagan," O~ficer said.
"Perhaps he's trying to
emulate the president and
maybe he thinks this is
Grenada and he wants to
come in, but we're not about
to allow our city to be taken
over," Officer said.

~
<;~

Court refuses yuppie tax

·

Drug Worn
A weekly column answermg

alcohol and drug quesllons.

ACIJInJnOI'IIy asked quatlon II. why

do~~do~.W.~~

amount ollnformetlon .vallable
about what cirugI and eIc:ohoI do to
beth the mind and ~ body but the
IUIDM why they do them II not ..
c:Iur. Last spring during. talk tc! • 3rd
grDde c:Iua they made • list of aD their reasons why
they thought ~ did drugs. H. . they are:

~...,.

1. to do better
2. ;eel betler
be slronger
be accepled
because they're under pressure, feeling slressed
besmaner
7. be liked
8. becool
5'. because parents do

)U"GLE
HIGH
STOll

3.
4.
5.
6.

JUNGLE JUICE
ELEPHANT BEER
All

99¢
Original 3 for 1 Happy Hour

It's certainly sobering 10 think that 3rd graders nave the same mispercLptions
concerning wh~t drugs do to you as adults h,,"ell

to 6pm and 9-1 Qpm

Buzz

Steak-K-Bob 6.9

GIJ
't ~

~

8

/fyou "ave oquesl/on aboulolcohol ar
drugs· send" 10 Dr. Bun cia '''e
Wellne.. Cenl.,. or coil S,16-4441. Look
for your answer In Dr. Buzz's column.

S:~fA~~:~,!~~~~~;ce

Abu.ePreventlon "rog","',
Part of Your slue Student Health Program

•

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 536-3311
Pagt-: 12. Daily Egyptian. October 5. 1988
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2%Milk
u.a...........,il.JLJ

FREE, TENDERLEAN, FRESH

Rib Half

Pork Loin

PEVELY

Z% MILK

was
2.19

5Ib. bag

nationat
granulated

sugar

was
2.9gea.

WITH COUPON & '20.00 PURCHASE
SENIOR CITIZENS· '10.00 PURCHASE
PRICES GOOD THRU. SAT. OCT 8TH '88. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS.
Daily Egyptian, October 5,1988, Pllge 13

Former Indiana Hoosier star motivated by Quayle
Editor's note: The St. Louis
Post-Dispatch recently sent its
reporters around the country
to gather interviews with
ordinary voters '.Vho will help
choose the next president. This
is one story in a series.

SI. Louis Post·Dispatch

Quayle "has done a very good
job handling the whole
situation. I watched very
closely what went on at the
convention, saw how he did
with his speech, and I was very
impressed, as I was with
George Bush."
"Quite frankly, I'm happy
with the way things are, ..
Abernethy said, "especially
taxes."

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. Until recently, 6-foot-7-inch
Thomas C. Abernethy, 34, a
retired basketball hero, was
going about his business and
:gnoring the election-year
hoopla.
Then the Republicans
nominated Sen. Dan Quayle,
R-Ind., for vice president.
"Dan Quayle has motivated
me to have a keener interest in
this year's election, .. Abernethy said. He has met Quayle
but does not know him well.
Still, Abernethy said, "All the
negative publicity he endured
- that sort of spurred me on,
and I found myself more
committed
to
the
Republicans ...
Abernethy said he thought

WHAT ABERNETHY looks
for in a president is
qualifications. He finds
Democratic candidate M:chael
Dukakis lacking.
"I'm a little fearful of what
would happen if Dukakis got
in. My perception of Bush
leads me to believe that he's
had a great exposure to the
office, and he understands how
things work. To me, that
qualifies him a lot more.
"It's not only taxes that
worry me, but the economy in
general," said Abernethy.
"With Bush, the likelihood is
the economy will be stronger
than it would be with
Dukakis."
In his college days at Indiana, Abernethy was one of

By Jr.hn M. McGuire
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I '- Makin' it great! !
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OfterGood thru Novetnber23. 1988.

(walk·lf!C'.aslornen.only.~cannDIbedebvercd.J t

coach Bobby Knight's
basketball players. He retains
mat look - boyish, in blue
broadcloth shirt and tie with
brush-cut sandy hair.
ABERNETHY GREW in
South Bend, Ind., where his
late father was a pro at the
Studebaker Golf Club, a ninehole city course. The senior
Abernethy died when his son
was only 10.
Abernethy and his wife,
Susan, who spent her formative years in Columbus,
Ind., have three boys - a 4year-old and twins who are
almost 9.
The couple met at the state
university in Bloomington.
Abernethy was the starting
forward on the Hoosiers'
national championship

basketball team of 1976. Susan
Anderson was a Pi Beta Phi:
he was a Sigma Nu; they met
when his fraternity and her
sorority worked together in the
Little 500 bicycle race (the
event that was the inspiration
for the movie, "Breaking
A':/ay.")
ALTHOUGH ABERNETHY
had no int~ntion of continuing
basketball after college - he
had a full athletic scholarship
and gradua ted witll a degree in
marketing and business Knight encouraged him to give

Disgusting and Horrible
Masks, Children's Costumes,
Masquerade Masks,
Beards, Kits,
Costumes, Wigs, Make-up
and much much more
all at reasonable prices'

Inleru31iDJIiII laskiflUS

Unlvenlty Mall. Carbondale
549·3671

~~ i~~k~

I.$24

$6
45 gal. Tank &

FlUOreKeDt Hood

$9900

98 •

Designer
Aquariums

b:~e~:t I~di:::a ~~~=~

to be a technical consultant on
a movie they were making,
"Hoosiers."
Scripps Howard News Service

Desktop
Publishing
by the hour!

NEW CONCEPT
HAIR SHOP

Rent time on our Macintosh
& LaserWriter system

300 E. ~terBldg.

24 Hours

457-8211

DeIIIIIe a.tdl

-Cut & Style
Men-~10.00

the copy center

Women-~12.00

- Perms-~25.00
Includes cut & style
call and ask for Debbie

On the Island

549-0788

( a-,
BUFFET Godfathers
Pizza

Monday thru Friday
llam -1:30pm
Monday and Tuesday
5pm-8:30pm

$3

Sunday
Noon - 8:30pm

Pizza & Salad
only
THE DOUBLE SPECIAL
FROM GODFATHER'S

PIZZA™

The Taste Worth Doing Anything For.

r------~-------'r--------------,
2 MEDIUM'
LARGE PIZZA

CHEESE PIZZAS
THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST

$999

Get 2 medium thin or original
crust cheese pizzas for only
$9.99. Additional toppings for
$1.28 each covers both pizzas.

FOR THE
PRICE
OF A MEDIUM
Choose from original thlek
crust. thin crust or stuffed pie
pizza with your choice of
toppings.

9

Gigantic Selection of Reptile.
• Baby boas ~t pythons
• Small, med. ~ large iguanas
• Savanah monitor
• Manv ornamental snakes

2 for 1 a. 1 Cfish sale every'Wednesday

~~~:~ FISH

NET

More than just a fis" store.'

549-7211
Murdale Shopping Cen'er
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Cover Your Face!

pro basketball a try. He was
drafted by Los Angeles and
played for the Lakers for two
years, followed by two years
with the Golden State Warriers
in Octkland and a short stint
with the Indiana Pacers.
For most of his 34 years,
basketball would be a major
part of Abernethy's life. Last

GODFATHER'S PIZZA. LOCATION:
1040 East Walnut
Carbondale

Phone: 529-3881
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KWS HAULING, .YARDWORK. I,e..
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12·5-88 . ..
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oree ~05-687·6000. Ex'. 1l·9501 for
current Fed ..ral hs'
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Mony

needed

for

commercials. Costing info. '.-80S·
681-6000 • ..xl. TV·9501.

9·16·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2604C47
DElIVERY PERSON, MUST own on
Insured CO" in good worlring ord.,..
~C~!~s'~~on at fl Greco at SIt. S
10·5-88
. . . . . . . .. . 1J.116C33
HALF DI), Y-GREAT poyl We need 10
moner m01ivated .ndiv/duals lor

~=J:~m;~o:~~:l:' ;:;:~t~5 o;:~~
per hour. Apply now 01 I _
W. Moln St. Sui,. 12 (in Westside
Snopplng Center lb&tween , 'om7pm.
10·12·88
. . . ,032,;C38
EXCEllENT FART. TIME MO;~EY.
Distributed Adve,fililng Survey. All
majors: PIF Ie-search. 129 Boles.
foyftllevl/l •• AR 12701.

17.50

10·4-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1J.I05C33
EXPERIENCED BARTENDERS AND

Barte"deress8s sforting PO)' S4.00
hour. Mus' ha\'e reliable
fronspoMotion ond willing 10 work
nigh,s and some w.ek ....,ds. Coli lor
In'erview 763-4220 or 4621 or 4692
. 033903
10·5·88 .. . .......
SACHH('o WITH HUGE holJ§e needs
expe-rie-nced cleani"9 person_ )5·20
hrs. per week. 45}-8194. 549-3913.
Chris

p~r

10·5·88

.

OR'VEfl$

. 1J.I07C33

WANTED

fOR

delIVery

Dommo's P'ZZO Ouallflcotions: IS
yeors or older ond l;abWty .in·
§uronce Musl nove own car Apply
In p(tr-son 01 Domino's Pizzo Easfgate
Shoppmg Center
10.7·88

0417C35

TElEMARKETING. EVENINGS EARN
lop to $8 per .hr. Hourly commission
M~.

phJ§

bonuses. Call

29r8

between3~IOpm.

Roy 01 993-

10· f3·8B.
.. . ... .. .
04 I 5C39
EXCELLENT WAGES fOR spore "me

ossembly work: ele-ctron/cs. crafts.

Olhers . Inlo 1·(SIJ.I)64 1-0091 Ex'

1~~i4_~r~1.~ays"

1J.193C40
TECHNOLOGY
FACULTY. The Colleg" 01 Technlcol
Careers is accepting opplicotions for
fwo full· time loculty members
beglO1ning Jonllary J. 1989 In its
Eledronics Technology program.
Boccoloureote degree with teaching
and-or work experIence< In the
Electronics field required. MOSlett;
degree pt'&ferred. Responsibilities
lor posmon no I indude teadtlog
bIomedical.
digital
ond
mlcrocompu,er. For position no 2.
rfrsponsibilmes indude tfHJli)Ing
IndustrIal .Iectronics ond advanced
cirro;t analysis. Ronk and salory
commensurate wuh edvcofion ond
oMperJente. Applications accepted
until November 15 or until positions
are 'flied. Apply to Dr. William
Keim. College of Technical Careers.
Southern Illinois University. Carbondale. rIIlnols 62901. Southern
Wino's linJver.lfy. Corbondale Jc on
elECTRONICS

~~~:~ em~t:J;:~~unjtY-A~tirmatJ"e
10·5·88 . ..... . .... 1J.I32·3303
CIRCUlA nON DRIVERS. Now oc·
cepting oppUcanons. early morning
hours. mus' ho ....e current ACT on
file Apply ot Doily Egyp,jon. Rm
1259 Comm. Bldg. Deadline Th~r·
.doy. 10'0-88 4,00 pm
10-6·88 .. . ... ,.
. 036904
NOW HIRING FOR all ,hills. apply In
person atter 2:00. Dairy Queen
Brol"ier Ramada tone
10·1·88

............. 0442C35

~~~:~~I!~~~:r~,:::::~~:

Spring Break trip fa Florida or
Texas earn mone~. frH trips. and
yo'lJobJe work experience
Coli
In'er·Campus Progroms (coiled) ,.
31~-231·4323.

10·14-88..... . . . . .

Ph

0380£40

I[~~~~~~~~~
'mjj.
t.

. .

n: n.

GOLD. 51l VER. BROKEN f"welry.
co. liS. s,erling. boseboll cords. doss
r;n9s. e'c. J ond J Coins. 82' S.
'Wna.s.457-6831.
12· 14·88 . . . . . . ..... 5230Fn
,aDOPTION, PLEASE HElP vs.
happily married childless couple
despero'e
adopt will provide
worm. loyln9 home 'ar boby con·
fjdentlol. all expenses paid. please
call co"ect3r2·190-t;~I6. PJeose co"
Jim and Therese.
10·3/-88 . . . ,
.. 2651FSI
CASH FOR SROKEN ac·s. W. pick vp.
Call 529-5290.

'0

10·5·88 . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 2B9OF33
BABY WANTED FOR adoption by a

Iov,ng couple of phYS'clons. We are
responsibl•. coring. ond flnane,olly
secure. t.o!"!glng to shore our "ves
with 0 much wanted bobr. Con.
lidenllo'. legal. A,I expenses paid
Coli our odoplion ollorn.y
Lawrel1ce Raphael. 312-782-2546
o.n 312·743·3582 pm. (DOC)
10·26·8B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2n9F48

ADOPTION, WE ARE a floppily
motTled couple eag&r
adopt an
;nfon •. We offer love. warmth. ond
liru;:ncial sf!!/'C"urlty. rf you krtOw of
anyone consider-;ng placing ali
infanl up tor adoption. please coli
312-551-98JO coiled onyUme. We
will pay oil eJl"penses.
10· 10·B8 . . .. .......... 0389F36
MALE SMOKERS WANTED, For a
sfudy
of
psychological
and
physlOloglcal effec'~ of cigare.tte
smoking. We will pay qualifIed
moles Srs-Sso for 3-6 one hour
sessions. mornings or allernoons.
Must be :8-35 yrs_ old. 150·'90 rb~.
Coli SIU·C Psychological Dep'. 536·

'0

2301
10·13·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 049OF39
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? WE are

o happily morrled jewish couple
who wish to adopt on Info", fa 10.",
and core for. We con help your child
f"lfill his-her- dreorns by providing 0
beau,iful home wil" a Ilfe"mft of
love and security. Expenses paid.
Please coli Sara coiled 01 (312)743·
6440.
10·Z8.88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1J.194F50
GERIA TRIC SUSSTANCE ABUSE
Sp«io'is'~ Parl·Umft.

one ~ear. CaN
549·3134 for more InfOl'"moflon.
10-7-88 .
. 1J.126F35

0486"'33
FOUND _,TE KITTEN a. Ihe wash.

~:~;e:>n

home,
m05.,ofSir,Dyed.,
IIDce/noted.
neof,hy.16. very
eclionole-.
con be

~~~~;;~d

if necessary

P/eos~

I:. •

Pork 51

9·27.

Coli 5.-9
0412H33

10.5.BB

IMT:iii",i;;'l:i.::
8Ell YGRI\.MS BY MARRIAH·Donce.
Greetings. 10 make fhot special
OCC05lon memorable. 985·3356
10·5·88

0355133

Martha,
Congratulations

call

3368N3£

B.Oll. :1.1.1.• 0.•.....
- 11.

.......-- .1 ,. __ • I"" ...
- - - --'.-

TAKING RIDERS TO flU or U
••ery w eekend.217·356·9197
10·5·88

of

J

0399P33

~

Fred ~~~f~t8it~o~~'. 529-~~~~... 036'E37 ',~~~~~i'

2886C34

LOVASLE FEMALE CAT needs 0 good

Hi!:i' _

~:':~~~~~ ';i~,:~~:~~..,~h~~dh y::~ ~!dC~~Ac~ea~~;T"~:(? s;~~:-s:::,~ I :A~:,7:'~~~f.8i./~~hs;~;.~~:~~~:
~=::':~II~tb:;'/;~8~el'6~ftd . Call

. ,. .. .. .' ..:

10·7·88

~~3~~:p%,~~~vioo':,~~:;·. ~::n,:~~ :;:~~~. ~~': :f~f:~s:~~:n'M~;t
Spm 993·3708
~eword 520 457·4B56
10·13·88
. . . . . . . 04/4E39
10·5·88
0052G33
TYPING AND WORD procelisil.g. The

:.j

.......... " ";"-' '-'.- ---..............

~.
..,
H .W
I' ,.' . :. ..... ,'. :.:. ,;. . .

SOYSI·
~OST

MARK'S TR.AINS AND Hob?ies
Chrrs'mos ,s less fhan 90 days awoy

'"

::"j~~pp~~~~.on~~~;:;II'O::;~~':;.:
and
yoou knDw

(Dm~ly,

On your
Two Year

Club
Applications
Available
at

Anniversary

with

Lynn
Pierson

Sphinx

"e"

Office of
Student
Development

Due Oct. 17
Join the highest
honorary society

Can you
believe
we've made
it 20
years!?

on campus.

r.'i1wl·jp3i .ll"..J
HURRY I AVAIlABLE SPACE lor SIU

}~~~. i~e~~~~~ f~s!n~;' S~:~~~

Your

Colleg/ale Winter Ski Brtl'Oks
Steamboat. VoIr. Wittter Pork. and

Pal,

'0

~J;i~;';;#'~O~I~: or:.l;'c~~~uf:

fllfe. 5ix or seven doys. from only
1 1561 Roundlrlp /lIghts and g'oup
chorter
blJs
transportation
a.oi/able, Coli loll free '·BOO·32/·
5911 for more information and
resetVOtion todayl
10· 14-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 009IJ40
COllEGE FINANCIAL AID lor
freshmen. sophomores, millions go
unclolmed yearly. Write: Student
GUidance ServiCes. 622-H fifth
Avenue. NlI!twKensignfon. PA '5068.
Money-back Guoron'"
10.JI-88 ............... 1J.113JSI
IN THE CARBONDALE Induslrlol
Pork. Ne-w Mini Storage spoces. W.
hove6X8. 7X8. Pflone451-4410
10·26·88 .. . . . . . . . . . . . 04ffJ48
COBDEN RESAI.E (8EST iunk slore In
Southern 'Uln"Js). Used furniture.
household items. and collec,ables.
Cobden III. 893·2621. Open 9·S.
Mon·SOI
0370J61

10-4-88

1,!,?'ai[·;'!t~1
YESTERYEAR· ' .. 24 OLD Weos# Main
Period lamps ana prim ifryes saJe.
Thurs~Fri·So', 10-4:00.
10·7-88
1J.I021.35

1·IJ'V"·j·.';ij~l·ll:'.iliHlil
'EAIIN

THOUSANDS STUFFING."
tr.oo tmd a self·addressed
stomped .'1"e'ooe fo: J W
ASSCK;afes 2320 Ros'yn Ave. District
Heights. Md 20741.

Send

10·10-8B .

Bertha
LIISA,
Ihada
greattbne
thla weekend.
It walan
ablolute
pleaaureto
meet your
family.
I love you
very much.
Your n.lghhgr

. 257OM36 .

QalckTrlp
Dell Special
FRIE 20 oz. Soda and your choice
of chips - potato salad or slaw with
a purchase of our .Hoagie Loaf Sub
made with your choice ,of meats

IlKA

~K
Jenna
Herhold

To the Men

of

Pi
Kappa
Alpha
We would
like to
weIcomeyou
toSouthem
Illinois
University .

Greek
Homecoming
Queen
Candidate
We love

you and

Good Luck!

will support

Love,
the Ladies

you all the
way!

of

Sigma Kappa

and cheeses.~·
OalckTrip'

~K

Cit
CI.rand & Wall

Love,
Your
Sigma Kappa
Sisters

She's The Most
From Coast to Coast

Dai~v Egyptian
Student wOI"k position
. available.

10·7·8B. ....
. . . . . 050- '5
DID YOU GET 011 you wonled 0-.. ,)f
Summer '881 Money? Troll.l? Ex.

The.. Southwestern Co
oHen summer work lor '89. Make
S 1457 per month for more- inlo.
write· Summetr Work '89. '0, Box
2774. C'dofe Indude address. phone
no ma,or and gpe.
perience?

10·7·88

n.16,C35

[ UWi3 U .jJhp·.1
HANUYMAN WITH PICKUP wiIJ decn

o"d 'lou. any thlng_
"e-e-~

MOVing

'Cut and remoyed

3457
10·5 ;'S

,obs

CoH S295193£33

PREGNANT?
call BIRTHRIGHT
Free Pregnoncy Testing
Confidential Aliialone

Applications' are being' accepted for
Daily Egyptian news ,taffpositions for
spring term 1989.' An -undetermined
number of Jobs will< b~ ·open. A
grammar and writIng test for
applications will be given in Room 1248
(the news lab) at "pm Thurs. Oct. 13.
Application forms will be available af
the tests or may be obtained in the DE
managing- editor's office, Room 1247-H
{DE news room}. You do not have to b&
a iournali~m major.

549-2794
215W.Ma!J\
. -...- • • • • • • • • • •~-, .... ~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u

meetS .
tonight

Wed. Oct. 5th
at
7pm.
in

Browne
. AuditOl;ium
t

. . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . .

Happy Birthday
Amy Segatto

.-:

#""ll"\""'~""w.lHl""

...

,iWW,i".,..,.,,~~

'f

I"

J . .

15

d;

SUP'I

60.000

1984 . RANGER.
mil... Air. \ WILDWOOD M081LE HOMES
of cylinder. stro;gh' Shffr_
pliesondserv;ce. We se" and Install
Rolls oro tuo' boJC. 289·3886.
doon. windows. skirtings. fauce's,
'0·'2-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . 034fA0:i8
roof coof;ng. gird more'! 3 m,les
'978 DATSUN 280l. new '/"es. blue
south of Unlv. Moll on Glant City Rd.
rolor. good rondmon SI500. Calf
529·5331.
529·'771.
10·13·88 ........... _. 0424Ae39
10·7·88 .......
. .... 0315Aa35 1 12X60 CARBONDME. 2 bedroom.
1916 VOLVO 244 Dl. 4 dr. runs good.
large fron, ki'chttn. oc. 8X10 meral
stick. S5~O. call Ken. 549-2265.
shed. well lo,d out and • .KceJl&nl
10·1-88 ... . ' . .. .. 0500Aa35
condilian, $"500. Co" 963-6679 after

s'ereo,

Cla..ified Directory
.... SoIo

I
I

(-I .... ,rontcs

P"b and Suppllfl
8i<y<'"

~~~9.:7i~·

:~;5:~

SponlngGoodt.

'0-6-88

dose- to compvs. wo"'fl stove. bes,
o/ler 536·3393. Lea.... number. Tom.

1979CHEVETTE. S900. 1975M.stong
6pm
01 new porls Call.

eo.......

O..3 ..Ao34
:978 OLDS OMEGA. Runs great.

Reuectional V.t1IcJn.

~~':':~;~~.

Furniture
MLnkal

Roommat..

Duplex ..
Wont.d'aRen.
MobIle Homa La..

"'lpWan.ed
Employment Wr rtw.t
SMYkHOH...-.d
Wanlad

10..18·88. . .

. . . . . . 0312A042

'73 Mer"
cury, Wont to sell so , con bvy
f'oshier model-Coli 549·2918
,o·7·88
0521AoJ5
78 BLAZIER 04 WO. 350 eng., 3 speed,
asking 53500. CoU offer 5 pm. 6814891
'0·'0·88
0374Ao36
1985 CITATION. V--6 eng,. new fires.
p. s .. p b .. power- door locks. cruise.
46.00c m, .. S4800. 536·7818
10·11'88
0527A037
1980 FORD f.ISO. 4)(4, p's, p.b. a-c,

Yard SQI. Promo1iont
An1iquM

luI-inns C)pportunI1....
f<_

R'doo->Neodod

RtdftNeeded

I:::'

Automo-'ve

l'

mrr-rnm

~"663Ao3'9
1982 TOYOTA TERCELl. 5 sDd. v.g
519·
10.5.88 .... ".,. . .. 0054Aa33
'978 TOYOTA CELlCA; Holch. excellen. Mech$IC;;:OB~oc;;7~ I
10-13-83

;~:f:'e~~ ;;:,~. S~~8~dco.

Coli

:5:~:::

_

=~ ':."!~::~.p;:"~~ i~:~U:::'~:

;~~i~R:~iJ.·;.;~c~~~~.~~ ~~~t:.·;s~r:: :;~·~!~~r~~,~

New 'ires and many neW' ports.

lOT "·88 ..... , ........ ';!'2Ag3B

wall to wall carpet. wosher·dryer

lD - lll -M

Po ·osonic printer. WordPerfect 5.0.

~~~O·:~O~··3 'mUes O:~~a!~

:;~lIent rondltion. S2650 OBO. 549·' ~~~CA J~~~AL 2:~S8CO~::d ~:;t~
-

- ..

....

.

M4iAa42

~:'::::~~h:~s. S:;'C:!:'::~~ l:···:·~~:~;~~;.:,:~~.·· "l :~'88
Guide. ,..s05·687-6000Ex'. 5·9501.
10-7·88.
." . . . . . . 280f6AaJ5
19J... MGB·GT Coupe madellos, yeor
for GT. makes this a collectors cor.
9l.xx). ocluol miles. mi,..' condi,ion
bul will sell for average reloil &ooJc
vo/ue of $2615 roll 529·2531

~?::52~90 p~mo

FIVE MINUTE WAlK fa campus from
,his lovely modflrn one·bdrm lur·
,.;shecl opt. In quief neighborhood
Serious students or protoUionois
only. See it and you will know it's a
sf&ol ot sns ma 451·4803 ol~.r 6
pm for appl.
10·10·88...
.
. 26428036
2 8DRM, EDGE of campus, mos'
"tilWes furnished, Goss Property
ManaCjen. coil 529-2620.
!U·6d8
00968034
VERY crEAN. SPACIOUS. 2 bdrm.
p,iva'e I.nced yo,d orec: heal.

·. ·. . ·.·.·.·.·.:.·:. ·.·.·.·~.::•.~:.l

Electronla

"j

Apartment.

CAR80NDALE I 8DRM opt lur·
nlshed, Mopl. Grove Apartme'~:~,
Wo.er ond ,rosh furnished. .,ew
carpel. n ..~ windows. new doors.
new mattress and platform. No pets.
country setlinS;.• 51·5984.
12·'.0(1-88..
28031a11
UNFURNISHED
EXECUTIVE
TOWNHOUSE. 2 bdrm, cable,

42.

!::::!~ ~~~~P~9~~~J t~r,!~ ~riginal~~;:

_

H.;,!;S3~:I::?

10-5-88. . . . . . . . . . .
29...2AI33
1.6 CU F1 refr;gerotor $90. FuU siz'S'
'3ed SJ5 w-frame- ond tull dork rn-.
jet 5.25. Coli 5049T1240 ol'er 5 or
leave menage
10.7-88 . . . . . . . . . . . 0428Af35
PETER ENGLA;~,') LEATHEIt jacket.
sIze
Warn one win'er. Orig.
SISO. Sell S '00. 080. 457TB6J5
'0.7.88
0376"'35

1.\,1,',', jij l:~~~t~c:. ~~~!RE ~~:~!~:r!~

Real htata

. ........ j

1":••..:. :.

{iR- CONOlt,ONfRTlAll.n size
U8S. 23000 btu. 529.3.563.

INHERITED GRANDMA'S

Announc~ments
Auction. .nd .. ,..

•.

",.~.~.~'F.~I!i!;;;;i!ifi!lllil~~;;

r.~~:';i·;~;~···::·::·1

~~;;;c;,;;t:~;\:P~eE;c;~:~

au ..'''"' Property

I':;:'='':'':"~~=~-'-'''''''''''''''':'''l,

'or

65 P6A()«I J

0332An33

rn·5·BB.

park. large rooms. mU$t 5... Phone.
549·1513.
'0..'7-88 . . . . . . . _ ..... 043SAMI
2 101M. A-C. good amdltlan. caJJ
oppt. to see. 451-611 J Sherri.
'0·' J ·88 . . . . . . . . . .. .' OJ73Ae37
2 BEDROOMS. PARn Y furnlst.d.
SSOOO. J2X65, outside shed, qule'
pork. 867·2373 alter 5. Reodvnow.

~'9·5932

10-I7-B8

MOS:i.E

Mos'

529·J8.cO.

8DRM.i;'~i .;..o;~t';:'

S~r~O;:OC~~~h ~i:~~xss

;;:';::.:
2010.
10-10·88 ............. ~IA036
1979 HONOA PRElUDE Fljee cond.,
decent miles. '1'C sum·oal. S' 700.
oec ; .. a·JOJi of.er..
• ,,·!t·SS
0363;1-.03-4
198 I DATSUN 280 ZX flew h'res,
'nf!'W brolles. aJ.JUI.x m"es. 53250.

...,..

2'

8AS~ LES~ONS

GUITAR.

styles. ExfHtrlftnce I tocher_ SIU
Grad. Hall off lsI Jesson Rich. 549·
6'40 .
10·2 ,·88 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2627.4n45
BRAND NEW WASHBURN elee.
guitar. fender Showman preamp.
Fender Chomp B.O. belore ~ pm

MANY 115m ffJES also low pTked
neW' 'ires. baH~ries. S29.99. Gator
76. 1501 W, Main 519'.2302
10.12.88..
. ..... 2J30Abl8
TRANSMISSION REPAIR. AAA Auto
Sales and ServiCf1. 6(.5 N illinois.

DatoCoonm

~~: 5:~~;~/.

S1St:~,:g: ~:~:~~ ~~~~'pe~l~~~~~

EPSON QX·IO COMPUTER. 2 disk
drives. 256k memory with Tllan coprocessor board. runs bo,h CPM and'
MS·DOS. lots 01 soltwore included.
$500.457-2551.

month plus security. CoU 937-3978
a"er5:00 pm or 9."""'961.
10-10·88 . . . . . . . .
00408036
AU 'LUXURY AF.S are not created
equall' FOT on app'. '0 see 0 2 bdrm
town home wifh trxcll/sive SW
laeo'ion, SKylights in spacious bdrrn.
fN;vo'e fenced pono. reasonable
util. costs. mini·blmds.. and fully
:i~~~5~C;:~;:3.'chens. coli C~.rjs 457·
10-2"-88 .............. 04708046
LARGE fURNISHED APT. 'bedroom.
:;'~ti~~;:"2ifh wall
wall

10·;;-88 . ............ _ 039".LAg33
FOR SALE ELECTroNICS: Alp".. Cor
Sfereo System I paid $485. osking
$195. 937--6I1Solt.,. ... :OOpm.

457-7631

;p.1.88 ... , .. , . . . . . OOnAb.52
AAA AUTO SALES and Service. We
buy. se" and ren' cars. Repair
for':;9,n and ~~~c rors. fran;

~~b~~A~MABi.E· .. VCR~S28:fl~

remot•. Seta. good condmon_ 54936S0.
10-11·88
. 0«7Ag37

:;::'~u!r::~,St~r::'/:~d'!~~

low rental ro'es lor our gorage

~25

Aporl",""t..

'0

!~~:~;~,~T:"s~~:~=~:Z~: :~;;::rs ~15 JIIinois'2:~:::; Ir···.: .j~CIH :··:·.:·~·Jr ::~ci1/ia~~~·~E.;ii
::~~~:::'~~::'~:;:~'Ci~5~~~; I::::······;;;:;;:;;~I;:· H.JiI ~~eS~~~~Sn!:~~N5~~ro;""·very ~j:trash P'~k.UP: S~25 :~::
N

10·6.88 .............. 0398Ao34
ASU
E
Novo $.0199;:"'85 J,;'my
$7995.
'8~ beort S299!t, '84 Crown Vic

'p90Bn7'10S(E~rT,eR~

TOS~'9A5'. ~8~~9C5he'~

4wd

!:O~Pi::. ~;~~~ ~t~~~~:'T~~

S600. '79 Suba,u S~SO. Z and J Auto

1982HONDACM4S0.looksondruns
greaf. many extras. a .st801
S650.
03l9Ac35
'82 YAMAHA MAXIM !tSO. mint
~;:d ~::'~:8~~So;5~~~~~2~~~ of x,
10.i5.88
. . .... 0327Ac~7

~~~'/~::-~~I~

Bs~'ts~~d~~~'t:'~!:;~~~ES' A"

FOR IIENT I bdrm opt _os.lrom
campus 900(1 W. Miu S215 per month.

.. , ......... , . 0354A153
GIlAN[' SPORT ,~ speed tuned and
~Jm:~lvvr 27 wh_f. $90. Call
10·7·88
~25Ai35

,rosh pldcup furn.
neighborhood. 457·7422.

10·7·88 ............... 03«A/35

.......... , 0'

II~i.88

I

~~5~~~-::!n!~r Charli•. Also
~~~:',

and

io'lM ·u·,.i~;~i~h.d~a:!
Quie'

!~~g;;;~~s~;~;r~~:; t~!~~~::~~::~~::~!·~;; E~~"=I:!;~~~;'.·iJ ~~?f:~;:l~'~2~ 5;;'~;~
"&e.

549-1126. Lim

IC·6·88 ............. ~78A0J.4
'9~8 MAZDA GlC. 900d engine

~~~80. Call 529·238".

0333Ao33
19t I ESCORT. CLEAN and in good
condir,on.S"9-6997oher-ipm
LO-S-Iu,

L-..;...

_.

~._ '' _ ~.!.~o33

,)et l Don'tglveupl
~ looklnthe

'

near campus. $4000. OBO Coli ,.
98S.652J
PO-I4.88

Health.

Shart&Lang
•••••••Term

AutO: •.•.•. ~=::
Mo.orcyca.. .. ~

HoI-." MaW.. HaIIw
AYALA

IN5URANa
457-4123

Transmissions
Rebuilt

1 year
Warranty
Front
&.

,ad,o. Looks and ,un. e . .ellen' w.
low miles Onl"S300.Co" .. 51·526J.
Dadel"e
10·7·88
.
. . . . . 03:'Ac3~
HONDA SPREE MOTORSCOC";cR.
USO or best oflel Gr.·- t r-:.tdiflan.

~

tronsportotion
'0. rO·88

'0

.noo4. 529·
. 03B2Ac36

NIEW 3 BIEDROOM. 2 bo,h. 8 miles
from SIU, loke view, Ig. rOOftlll,

many e-dros. S.u.900. 985-2567
10·5·88
. . .. . ..... 2937Ad33
NIC[ 2 BDRM house ond greenhouse
in fawn on assignable contract for
deed_ $4.800 and 'oKe over
payments, House needs poin'ing.
but 15 beautl'ul. I'm leaVing and
mus' sell. wi!llng
toke a loss. No
credit check. but , need someone
responsible. 529- 1062
10·1'·88 . . . . . . . .
2610Ad4D
GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM SI (U
repa,r). De'iquen' tax pro;:'4trly.
Reponenions. Call 1·80$·6117-6000.
Ext GH-9501 lor eun-ent .rc;.o. lis •.
"·2·88
4591Ad69

'0

I:: ··'=I1;:~~· ••..

ij

~U

2

I~.· 1I0UOHOME.

bdrm. good condition. exeat park,
w·'ndoor pool. SI_. OBO. E...

529·5539
10.5.88 ....... . ..... /102'.lAe33
NICE J2X50 2 bdrm. fum. air. 8Xr3
oddltiDn. WfKIth"".z~. wood IN .•

S3OOt'OBO.529·513O.

10.10-88 .............. ~9Ae36
MOVtNGI MUST SEUI 8eoutiful
12X60 lIichardson. Front ond rear
bdrms. Gas heat and $rove. 12X'2
dKk. Ac, ".•.,.. S... $4500 ....s7..... 730.
100IJ-88 .
0347A&39

Rear
Wheel Drive

S350&up

Campus
Auto
549·8433
600 Grand
Page 16, DIliiy Egyptian, 0ct0ber5, 1911

10-5·88

SIlO.00.457-4552

2 8EDROOM. FURN 0:- unlurn .. air.
carpet, water, skJrfing at $195. -457.

0430Ac40

::~!r:!~pHo~~~:nt~pr~:dw-~.:a~7;

D.E. CLA.SSIFIED
536-Un

INSURANCE

SOAT AND RV S'orage ... mon,hs.

,......

Fumlture

. ............. 00W88033

~~Ofoo;:57-6956 ........ 35768036

:.·:,· .·.·.:.·.:.·.:.·.:.·.:.·.:.·.:.·.:.·.;...::.1

'J

M·BOIIO.

FOUR

LARGE

""""=======~I furnished. cleon. no
ANTIQUES AND used
lurniture. old route 13
'urn
Sou,h at Midland Inn Tovern. and go
3 mIles 8uyondsefJ. Call 549.... 978

!fNNY'S

~~;:;i: WEB.

BUY and

rooms.

pef$. Coupl.

prelerred.867-2M3.

wes'.

10-6-88. . . . . . . . . . . .
04928034
FJItN:,)HED EfFICIENCY WITH full
klreh~'1. 529-2241

~~~JA,::

~~~7C~~":LE LoCATIONs.' ':50,:;:,,9

furnIture and antiques.. South on Old
SI549.1782.
10.14.88 . .. . . . .
2788Am~
TRUCK LOAD OF n_ furniture 0'
for:tory prices. Come to Wild Wood
Soles. Giant Clf)" load. 529.5331.

'urn. opfs. Absolutely no pels. Call

6/U·.,45
10-28·88 .............. ~298a.lO
INDEPENDENT LIVING CAR·
SONDALE lorgtt eHlclenc:y. lurn opt.
near campus. ba,h, lull kitchen. oc.
quiet so-"in9. lree parking, lincoln
Village Apts. S. 51 and Pleoson, HIlI
Road ned dOOl"
Solulfi Lewn.
dromot. fall $200 mo. Residen,
monager on premises. COU 5496990 .

10.5.88 .. , . . . . .
0065Am33
MISS. KITTYS GOOD dean used

'0

furniture. Open doily. 164 East
Jodcson S •. Carbondale.
10-26-88 . . . . . . . . . . .. SO'lAm.o(l8
DAY 8ED. MATCHING <ouch and
choIrs. 'able ond 6 c.-hoir~. rh~~. Ig
oak desk. .ecliner. shel.e.. e/ee
ron!l'e-. opl. and fufl aulo washdryers. 529·3814.
~22Am35
10. 7·88

10·28·88 .... , , ... , ... 03578050

EFFICIENCY MURPHYSBORO PART! Y
furnisnttd. gooo neighborhood.
eheap 'a heo,. ~fillties not Included.
"25 mo. 6U-5957.

I =""'.· .. . "". . .'"'. . ."". . ."". . "". . .:" .:.:;;;:.:.,." :.:......'""""""'""".:11 ~:.;~~~Aj,!~F/8~~~r~ffi
' : .·:.· .~·. ·. · ~·~· " '· · · ~· ·M~· · · ~·~" '·'·:i~:."="· :·I" ':·0.:.:..:. .::~.•

:0·
. :.•·.I'..1

*':.:.:""'!:
.• ..: ..

\o:l,

WANTED: USED ACOUSTIC guitars,
mfJltitrodt sale. fos'e •. Toscom.
Used Ross .o(IX'" S3OO. w. hove IS
m;n. plus 30 min. tapes for your
demos . • and 16 track In house
sludio. W. don't ;111' s.1I if. ... t;ve
it. Sound ContMUSic. J22 S. ""nois.
Carbondale. ~7·5641.
11-8·88
. O.lOIAo57

• •

We..." TV•• s..-. vat'.
TV.S-- ........
" ' - &tImoMa

Alaavat ........

A I-IV 71J I. liE.

I

~~7;~-: ask for LO~i..

03598036

IR. APT fum'sh!d. dose to
campus, hea'.wa'er,'rosh fur.
n;shed. front porch. $200 pet' mo..
onone 68.f.-39 19.
10.17.88...... . ..
03648041
NICE COZY APARTMENTS. M'boro. 1
bdrm. "251 2 bdrms$J151 Evenings
""k lor Jim 687.~75.
10-12-88.
. 03788037
I

gt::,~~:qqU'." I~f.;;a:~RGE~~;~~~po::::~~:
florth."..es' ne:~hborhood, lorge
!:ohady. oe, S'''5 'year leose. 5.;.9·

FALL AND SPIt'NG. 2 and 3
bedrooms, dose to campus. dean.

THREE 8EDRooM. CAPPORT. central
Olr, S400mo .. S29·35 13. J mIle from
campus
REAL NICE 3 bed,oom. I m' Irom
campus. washer·dryer. carpor',

10.14.88
.. . . . . . . .
OJ568c~
Sioo PRo MONTH. 2 bdrm. 12 ..... i,Je
10 min. Irom SIU, Quiet. furnis,ned.
ro,pe'. Pets 4S7·2356
10.12.88
. . . . . . .. .. 03608c38
LOCATED IEHIND UNIVERSITY 1..011

~~~~::j~o~h.e;f~~3~~;.d one more.

~r~~J~~~h~:S;oo~ S';~~~;;8 StU.

COZY 2 8DRM home. perl"" for
COuple. pleasonf NW neIghborhood.
low.st ,roffic. :9· yd., perl&et for
children. S245 per month. No pets.
549·3973 or 457·819"
10·6·88 ., ... '"
007S8bJ4
ALL 'lUXURY HOMES
not trea'ed
e-quoJI'Foronoppt, tos.ee-02bdrm.
'own home with aMelusiv. SW
lO(OI;on. si-:ylights in S,'1OCiouS bdnn,
pr;"ole 'eneed polio. reo~onoble
utiJ eosts. mlni·bljnds. and fully
equip. lorge kItchens Colt ChrIS 457.
8194. S.9·3973
~7IB_
10·24·88
ENJOY SPACIOUS COUNTRY living
in a 2 bdrm dvplex. pet o.k., prlce;s
right. 451-46OB . .. 51·6956

10.17-88 ............ 03668<41
PRIVATE LO"'.ATlON. BEAUTIFUL
mobIle home. 5S .........
'0.'8.88
.0441Bf'4'2
2 80RM GItE.AT lOT coupl. or s;ng'.,
qUiet. well·moin'oined pork. clos •
to SIU. S 1.10 Sou,hwoods Po,k 529·

:~1;;45~-~.19~ C~r;1

263J8b341 ~~~r~;~~~e:::.~r::~cbly

006~8b43

10·19·88

or.

10-26·88 . . .

........ 03388b4B

CR.AB ORCHARD ESTATES. 2 mi.
Eos,. I 8drm. Appllance-s. Very nice
Availoble now Hurry. 549·3850.
COUNTRY RURAL SETTING. 2 bdrm.
$225. 3bdrm. 5300 Energy£Hiclenf
Very nice 549·3850
JO·6·88
.. .... OJ"'8b3.of
MUST RENT OLDER house been
remodeled furnished. S300 or neg.
Cleon. one block from SIU compus.
S29-358 lor 529·1820
10·7·88
04968b35
NEAR CAMPUS
REAL! Y nice J
bdrm .. lurn . nouses. Absolu,ely no
pets. ColI.8'·41~5.
10·28·88 ..
. . ' ...... 0427BbSO
NICE HOUSE. C".lOSE to S'U. r. 2. or 3
persons. furn. carpet. a·c. avoil.
now. 8 mo. lease. no pets. 529·3581
or 529·1820.
SMALL , ROOM house. furnfshfHI. 2
n". from C'dale. SIOO. wafer. 'rash
indo 9 r.1onth Jease. 529-358 I.
10·10·88 .............. OS028b36
6 R JOMS. EXTRA quiet, clean. close
to SIU. Co" 549-8238. Pl5J E.
Wo/nu'.
10·3/·88 ............. 05068bSl
COALE 3 BDRM, fireplace, furn..
redecorated, new corpel. oc. quie'
neighbors. S390 mo. 549·0523
10·18·88 . . . .. . ....... ~~BM2
CUTE COZY RANCH. 2 hug. bdrms.
Nat. gas. Appliances. Redumd. Only
S2001 Hurryl,W9-J8SO.

10·"·88 ............. 0526Bb37
NO IIEASONABLE OFFER Refusedl
fnGf"gy eHicient. 2 and 3 bd'rms.
min .•0SIU. Ni(et 549·3850.

rs

10·12-8B . . . . . . .. '" . 0317Bb38
HARD TO fIND 0' bdrm. hous .. ? W.
hove I Only$1751 Appliances. 2m.
Eost Alio;) now. 549·3850.

Ilf:::::':::::::::~~. E.~:.=:

:'.:'-'-'-::::1

2 8DRMS. FURN.. F'VQ'. country
,effing. Ideal lor co:.Jpl.s or grod
s,udents. No pefs_ 5.0(19·""'"
10·25·88 . . . . . . .. . .... oo78B<41
CARBONDALE. 2 8LOCKS Irom
campus. Real nice, cleon. New furn .•
new eor".'. Gas heat. ae, I person
Of' morr;ed couple. 529·4431.
10·7-88 .............. 6-4818<35
8 C FURNISHED MOBILE homes for
rent. reasonable. Allowances lor
repoJrs. Gljsson Cour'. 616 E. Pork.
Ask fa, Wolloce. 457-6~5.
lOW COST MOBILE homes. $ 125 and
S 1.10 per month. 529-4«-1.
10·18·88 ... . . . . . . . . . . . O«3B<42
2 IORM. Q.EAN. no pets. mOrTied
oncl-or slngJe person only. rent S I 75
mo. Loca.ed 2 mi. eost of U~moll.
dose to
Hondo. 5419-66 r2 doys.
H9·3OO2 alter 5 pm.
10·10-88 .............. 270\<f1c36
TIRED OF IiOOAIMA TES? SIngle 0".
bedroom. furnished. no pels. $.35
month. spring con'rac1s aWJIL. \ItN')'
cleon. Locoled 2 ml'es eosf of
University Moll close to Ike Hondo.
549·6612 da1S. or 549·3002 ofter 5
om

'k.

"ewLaxary
Townhoas.s
"Ighat Gaelty
Low.st PrlC.S

.au IIIocIl w. C.....
C.II:

52'·1012

1539.
IO-I2-BB
2 BORM.

priced

.2SI9Bc38

STORAGE.
no.
13
Wedgewood HElls, 1001 e. Pork. 2
bdrms In 4 bdrm furn. hotlse. SI3 S.
Ash 5049.5596.
10.10-88 . ..... ..
. .. 2715Bc"6
SUPER NICE RECENTL Y remad.:.d
s;ng'e or doubl. OC'C1.Jponcy. car.
PfI,ed. p.c. natural 9 0 S. completely
furn. I mi. S. Irom SjU. Reasonable
ra'es. Speclo' edendfJd con'ract.
Call illinOIS Mobile Horn. Renrol ,_
833.5475.
10-10-88 . . . . . .. ..... 264011Bc36
NOW RENTtNG FOR Foil. 28 yeors in
Moolle Home renfalll
for
knoll¥ledge 01 Mobile HOtr'If' living.
checlc w!fh us Itn'- 'hen c ... ,Mpore
Na appointment necessary. Sorry.
no pels. Quiet o'mos~~r._ 2 and 3
bedroom homes. Glisson Moot/e
Park·dosest park to campus in
'own. 616 E. Parle Roxanne Mabile
Home Park·close '0 campus. IU. S'
Sov,h 5.9-4Jr3.
10.12.88 ............. 2729B<38
2 AND 3 br. /urn •• h.d. o·c. qui.'
pork. v·oter. trash and 'own

pro'ljded.SI ....SQncJup~687.1873.

10.13.88 .............. 26OB:lc39
:2 BDRMS. FRONT ond reor. «.
nO'urot gas. single or daub'. ro'e.
nic.-eplece.529.1941.
10.5-88 ............... 0062Bc33
CAR80NDALE NICE. 3 bdrm. w·d.
one end one-hoff ba,h. furn .• water
Included. Rentnego';oble, ...51-7082.
10-5·88 . . . . .. .. . .... 00158<33
HtGH RENT BWES? Try SI50t 2
bdrms. Nice. Oeon. Ilec RJam
Good 'aeo'ion. Clean park. 549·
3850.

10-6-88 .............. 00708<34
NICE I crEANI CHEAPI Only SI501
D.on·' get ~he high rent blues :'
Ldrms v... r~ynireS49.3850.
10.7.88. . . . .. ..
. 010lB(35
COALE NICE FURN. 2 bdrm. new
corpet. musf 5 .... .0(157.5266.
1=7·88 ............ " oo38B<35
WOWI SAVE 2 bdrm furnl,lw>d only
SISOI Seled yours today. 2 mll.1I
Norlh.549.3850.
10· 10·88 . .. ....... 00438c36

[~i~~~;~~~;;~::~~:
If·" ·. ·~~~:, . . ·,:.-I
no·

ROOM IN rllA-tea:
a mo. Lttar
Phone in room. tJnswering machine._
poper Pleasan' otmosph.,. ....575S08

10·11·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . ~28d37
NICE llooMS A T good rotes. Pork
Place Eos'. 61 J E Parle. Available
now and for spring semester. S49~
2831.
10·12·88 ............. 04068d38
LARGE ROOMS. 310 W. Sycamore.
Coli J"". 549.1985. Call 549·198S
'aday. large
coli J_ 549·
1985.
10·11-88 .............. 03678d37
KING'S INN MOTEL (formerly
Suns.t). 825 E. Main. Cdale. S50 per
weel<whlle,heylc". Call 457·5115.
2-4-88.
.._0192

room..

lij: •.....:.::.:~~~~.....

N

........,

-'a

5 8EDfIOOM HOUSE; of
need
one more. I I 76 East Walnut next to
Un/..o/l)' ""'". SI70 per
011
utl/ltt.. lnducMd529-3513.
IH-B8 ............... 0440Ie52
ROOMMATE NEEDED. 3 need I
more. SIlO mo. plus quot1er u,,1.
QUle' loca,ion. Coli 549·2864.
10·7-88 . . .. ....
.' 03358&35
MALE OR FEMME roommate needed
'osha,... 2 bedroom mob;I. home.
SIlO a month ond one holf utilities.

mon,".

Coli 549·5751.
10-5·88 . .. ......
. . 0093B.33
I ROOMMATE NEEDED to .hore a
nire 3 bedroom MoLlie S ISO mon,h
plus '·3 u'i/mes. 529 .... 703.

10-7-88 ............... _ 3 5
t!OOMMA n NEEDED FOR very nice
2 bdrm <o1/oge In the pea.. and
0' country: 15 min from

q"i.'

~n=5:~~rt':Iot:~
10·6-88 . . . . . . . . . ..

u'il.
. . 04898_

ONE MA TUllE. RESPONStBLE adult

'~L
RENTALS
Office At:
501 E. College

large 1 Bedroom'
& Efficiency Apts.
Clean. well maintained
furnished and
air conditioned

457-4422

' ' I'00III
' ' I'00III

One

..sa w. [I", ;,.t
Two

906 W. McDani.1
515 S.l.ogan
..a8% E. Hester

501 W. College 2,3
520 S. Graham
500 W. College 2

209W.Cheny
300 E. College

2

'0

,ho,.. huge. hncurloU$ 2 bdrm clupieK

wi'h gar_. flnislw>d basement.
<en,",' olr. pas hea,. _
. dis"·
wo$h..,.. mIcrowave. VCR. on~
lWW'ing moddne. neor campus ond
strtp. October """ FIIEE. then 5215
pel' mo. plus hoH util. Call 549-5881
or 529·2054.
to·I~·1I .............. 035B8e31
04 801M. 2 lir'" I avr, tte«I one
mono "....011 #01' V!'Y unique
d u _ ' l b apl. _/oft bdr",_.
SI 15 mo. ulff.lnc. 529·3513.
".1-81
. 05221.52

~t: :.:.

•.•.,.•.•.,.,.•.•.:.,.,.".•.,.•.,.•..•.•.•.,.•.•.•.•.•"':'J
Duple..
:.:.:J

.,,'CE TWO 101M. ..,",;urn. air.
:orP*'r. c;:»..:'ionces. er•.,-gy eHlc;.n'.
:'!"',.iovrmmileS . .sl ..51·...381·
260 I B'39
:;.13-81 . . ..
CA'80f'40ALf 2

8C"'~ :lPP.ial".(~.

201 Emerold lane .. .or M"",=, Ie
f~d. I~ 535( S; _ IS.~
1().!i·88
306~i 'lZTO SUlILfASf "'iCE: ""'- 2 "" .,.

,-_'_2_9_-_1_0_1_2__.1 I~i;;~~~;~T::·;~,~~e··~!t}lL

Comics
Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau
FIRST, at& HAO A tABOR 015PtJTt ~T ORatHOOP&&, ANO
A OISGR1JN7Lf:[) FORJ.1&R. &111pwyt38 ATTACKl3:O Me IN THe
'3-XEaJTIV& U/ASHR1XJ/Y. ilJlTH A
/ 1 SPATULA ..,

I WAS
AFRAID
OFTHIrT

AFT&!< THAT, I HAP A TOI<R.JD

HeY! PIP I

PlATONIC Rt:LATl0N5HIP il.fITH
A CAPO f'RQ41 THe 61W18INO
FAMIf-Y, WHICH I3NPW Jl/H&N I
TOI.-O HIM I WAN"IW HIS BA8Y

A5K? f)ff)

rASK7

'!HeN I HAO ,4 5et...F-t:J&5TR}C. TIV!3CRiJSH
ON...

I

LADIES'NIGHT

1-,

6-2

Z For

La"'"
"New" & Dance Music
'or the

Mother Goose fA. Grimm

By Mike Peters

WHACKY
WE 5SPEaAl

ACROSS

Sr. compo...5 Fade. I.IY
I WWlI craft
13 KIneS of lido
14 B. s.tllthy
'5 Celebe. ox
16 U. . . dlppet'l
19 Pub qUI"
20 Act thl ham
1

41 Code typo
42 Dr.ke
.7
C8 MOIQUI prtelt
tI NZ. naU...
52 Ethk:al
5' Away

SpII...

61 Banishment

25 StracaUII'.

82 BlbliCliI word

S3

Un~

,rst.ndl

'lU Broad

65 Rip

2" Rive,. and
OOWN

Cln,ls

33 W,.. oMIOll.o
U Promi ...
l5 -

Dillan

36 Oenudt.rl
38 Ancient
Pen ian

39 Adherent-

~..Jf1

(0 New Hav.n'!;
,lallil;l.J-tli

11 After c.... r
22 ProfUliton
23 F.arfully
2" Gen"alty ..,11d

22 Spice
23 Plcino ,nd

32 M.lyU .. woft(

12 Back talk
to Api... lind
17 Elil1h acl.

57 SexlIi"t
60 NY canal

21 Sponsorship
Hln

11 Molding.

1 Slam ylsitor
2 Actual
3
,
5
6

Wheel'. hljb
Finial
Inlor
BOlscht bu.

r 'nnoe.nl one
S ;:'Irmament

9 Io'Ollit modem

1(10bSIaele

respected
t.acher

.
45 Mental plel..,.
46 Fet• .

&aWN'''oI.

Eng. riyer

Sf Garf.ead'.

29 Tum InsJde

37 Ms JllIi,n
38 Title ot
courtesy

-'0 Co!lectibtt
oddity

'112

.... 12'

"pal"

'

....

or Mexico

59 Impatient
exclam.elion

"

- -

i"

..

I'"

"

50

"

'"

III"
1,1"

·r---------------·
•
$5.00
•

..

..

"

....a

~-(

,'.

"

c
·;"

WH'NESDAYS ONLY
NO COllPQN NjOl=OED

~

Nobody Delivers
Better.'·

50

..,~ •N'_'''' .~.,~.

t

N .....

~-

.-,

.~.~.

P"" '-"

~~~;:M)~;:=",::"~~:.. l:~ IHJ ~d""'1 "4"~ ~'-- :: .~.,.# '.

I'll

1Il:1i

,w

WHACKY ~~~.f~:,Wla;';!;uded)
WEDNESDA y ~:~~:~~~ ~:,,:~ck)

1'1 II

PuWe answers are on iJiMJe 20.
. j

.-

1M

"

ft

••
•••, •
One regular 12"
one-ilem

~!I'"

..

11 •
tI __ i".. ..

."

rill II"
..

55 Roster
~ aboul
58 aclore london

"

1'"

ou'

30 CowbO~ fi"OW
31 Tak • . , oath
36 Fineo

11

IS

50

10

.1'"

"

IIP,Ie

52 Skin typo
S3 Rom. poet
S4 Penalty

28 Ram', mat.

11

"'Aztec
conqueror
",lIIgomuaI,

:7 -

Doone

,

'

"

2ti Per&Oft 'In •
~th'

..." ."•
•••• ....."." .
..,."•• ....
,

Today's Puzzle

549-3030
Eastgate Shopping
Center
Carbondale

I
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE_
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Briefs
FACULTY·STAFF BASK·
eAVISG CLl'B will meet at
7 tonight in Student Center ETBALL tournament entries
Activity Room A, Third Floc•. close today. The games will be
held from noon to 1 p.m.
Mondays, Wednesdays and
SOlJTHERN ILLINOIS Fridays
in the SIU Arena. For
Wingers, Chapter Q of the Gold
call the Rec Center
Wing Road RidersAS$ociation. details,
Information
Desk, 536-5531.
will meet at 7 tonight at
Bonanza, Houte 13 West. For
FACULTY.STAFF WALLdetails, cal! 497-2503.
EYBALL tournament entries
today. Times of play will
GAMMA BETA Phi will close
meet at 7 tonight in Parkinson be determined by participants
La bora tory
Brow ne during registration. For
details, call the Rec Center
Auditorium.
Information Desk, 536-5531.
RESUME
WRITING
workshops, sponsored by the
University Placement Center,
.it 10 a.m. today at Technical
Careers Building A-422.
LITTLE EGYPT Student
Grotto Club will meet at 8
tonight in Student Center
Activity Room A. For details,
call 529-3841.
PLANT AND Soil Science
Club will meet at 5 p.m. today
Agriculture Building Room
209.

BADMINTON MIXED
Doubles tournament entries
close today. Mens, womens
and co-rec divisions. Register
at the Rec Center Information
Desk.
INNERTUBE WATERPOLO tournament: Man·
datory captain's meeting at 4
p.m. today in Rec Center
Room 158. Mens, womens, and
coree divisions; all levels of
play. Fo: details, call 536-5531.
NONTRAD{TIONAL STUDENT Union lunch meeting at
~:':er~bes~oo~ Student

ROTOR
AND
Wing
Association will meet at 7
tonight in the Student Center
Ohio Room. All interested in
MANY COMPANIES inaviation welcome. For details, terviewing at SIU-C have
call 457-5847.
openings for qualified
students. Interviews are open
RE-ENTRY WOMEN'S on a first-come basis five days
Brown Bag luncheons will be before each interview date.
held from noon to 1 p.m. today Job descriptions are available
and every Wednesday at the at the Placement Center,
Technical Careers Building Woody Hall B204.
Room 14. For details, call 4533655.
EGYPTIAN ~iVERS Scuba
Club will meet at 6:30 tonight
in the Student Center Ballroom
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
Lecture at 7 p.m. by LeRoy
will sponsor a bus to the A.
Winhush of Our World UnKelley-Poshard debate at derwater.
Kaskaskia ColIege in Centralia. Leaving at 5:30 p.m.
ATS MAJORS can pick up
today from in front of the their pre-registration cards at
Student Center. For details, 8 a.m. Thursday in CTC 126.
call 457-2694.
SILENT
DEMON·
VETERAN'S CLllB will STRATION to save lives from
meet at 8 tonight in the Student "the camp of slow death" will
Center Auditorium. For be from noon to 1 p.m. Friday
details. ca1l457~232.
between the Student Center

~
811<e Surgeo"
Bley.... ·• Span Mort
Blue Slar line.
Bobby's flo ....... Co.
Cont. .n

Carnival Shoes
Copy Dolo Technologies
Caunlry fair
EuroplKJn Ton

Disc Jockey Records
Discount Den
Do"'s Je_lry
Draper Produce
f/.hN.,
Guza"',
Haak.·. Home furnishings
Hollywood Brands. Inc.
Hasl... (ITT Conlln.nrol)
11111'01. Depl. 01 Transpar1gl/an
Jel/err·' Lgundromgl
Kerolot..
/(roger
tml. o.bble (MeG&. Boklng)

9'9Ci!.1

and Faner Building. Sponsored
by the General Union of
Palestinian Students.
BRIEFS I>DLICY - The
deadline for Campus Briefs is
DOOD
two days before
publicatioo.

Al-TV
TV, VCR & Stereo
Sales & Service

Boob,.'s Beer Blast Happ,. Hour
Mon-Fri
5-7 p.m.
:& Beer Blast Subs for ".st

$2.211

{turkey, cotto salami & american
cheese on a garnished bun with chips &
a pickle

NOW BUYING
Will Pay Cash
For Your Used
Stereo, TV or VCR
7J5

aapp,. a01ll'- Mon-Fri 5-10 p.m.

FOR 1 Drafts,S eedrails,Callli uors
.... S.llIInoll Ave.

549-3366

s. IIIlno/s C'da/e

(across from 710
Bookstore)
529-4717

One
12" Two Ingredient
Pizza
for 6.95
Plus 2 FREE 16 oz. Cokes
delivered free

RESUMES
Get a Laserset
Resume and 50
copies for only

$19.88
lIE lAsERGRAphic Coon

KOPIi!S & MORE
607 S. IlliNOIS AVE.

529-567~

~omnuutiIy

Mlk. Han.. and Ihe
Marching Solukl.
Ch ....leod.rs and Shakers
Mo"'a" Dining Services
Sludenl Cen,.... look.,ore
S'ude'" Cenler
Bowling and Billiards
UPOlSPC Secretaries
UPO Gradual. AssI.lanls
UPO Co_dlnal.". and
Assl.I. Co-orcllnalors
Studenl Cenl.".
CroifShop
au.'ne.s 0II1ee
Sludenl Cenl.... Ioord
Admlnlslratlon Office
Scheduling and Car",,'ng
The Blue Crew
Alumni OffIce
Informal/on o.sl<
GraphiCS
Block AHoirs Council
Special Programs

your dlOice. 8e(;ause

every AnCarved college
rinp; - from handsome
lradilionallo contempo·
rary styles - is on sale
nnw! You'U he impressed
~;th the fine AnCarved
craftsmanship that's
backed by a FuU ufetime
Warranty. And you'll
appreciate the savinp;s.
Don't miss nut!

The Quali(J:
The Craftsmanship.
The Rc!uI(Jrt/ }t}u Deseroe.

Mo".EHects
MeNel"'s Jewel,.,Ponies Unllmlled
P.psl-Cala Co.
Rabbll lIecord.
lIulhl ••
Shown. . Trails
Spires
Slors , SIripes Videa
Wal-Mart

C••

~
'ar Progromrl'llJng

Consorts

Expr."''''

Arts
finance ChaIr
Execull.,. Chair
Splrll
Tro_1 and lleereollon
films
Videa
Special f_nls
fIr.. Arts

Promotions
and all cammIH. . membeni
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October 5

1 Oam-3Rm

Dare

Time

.: 1l1li7 Artcu.... (las. Ri ....

Student Center
Place
DepaSllReqwred •

Z

SPRriE, DIET COKE,
COCA COLA OR

Piece

'J

'~>'Bologna
LB... .

Classic

Coke

12·PAK 12-0Z. CANS . ..

~B""--{'
." ~' Bartlett ~ . .) Northem ,- : ... i
"'.
j
Tissue ItoiTH£RIl
PotatoeS
.~. ',':' . pears(~~_'J)
4-ROLL PAK ...
1G-LB. BAC . . ,
LB.. . .~'J
U.S. NO.1 SIZE "A"
INDIANA

. White

~
"

,U.s. NO.1 RED OR GOLD

BATHROOM

: ;
,
" •

' - , . : ," '""

[REGULAR) VAC PAC KROGER

premium

Coffee
13-DZ. CAN ...

CONDITIONER OR

"~_

Aqua Net

~:Shampoo
1S-oZ. BTL ...

Fresn Farm Raised

Fresn

Whole
Catfish

Smoked
Whiting

(SAVE so< ON lWOI
sausage, Pepperoni, Beef or
canadian Bacon

Thin Crust
Pizza

(SAVE 3(}fJ Fresh Baked

Angel Food
Cake . .. ,Eacn.

gg

212~5t

I\IfW~ 7.jncn Smgle TOPPing

.. lcPOwave

Pizza . . . . . . Earn

&9

~.299 I ~.2gg
$2
=

Mrs. Paul's Frozen

Mrs, Paul's Frozen
Batter Dipped

Crispy Cruncny

F!Sh

Fillets .. ,.

u ,l...449

'"I

'A ' -

Fish
~illets , ...

2::'o.L

99
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Budget cuts in library mean
fewer magazines, journals
By Phyllis Coon
StatfWroter

Finding magazines or
journals in Morris LibrC!ry to
spend a few extra minutes
thumbing through is not a
problem for library users, the
director of library services
said.
But for research purposes,
students could have problems
finding issues of specific
magazines or journals, Darrell
Jenkins, director of library
services, said.
A lack of additional funding
by the state has forced many
cuts in the library budget
including the purhase and
renewal of subscriptions,
Jenkins said.
"The jury is still out, but we
are in the process of canceling
in the area of 200 subscriptions
for the next fiscal year,"
Jenkins said.
The state did not provide
additional funds for library
materials, Jenkins said. The
library materials budget of
$2,061,232 includes the purchase of subscriptions to
journals and magazines,
records. films and rare books,
hesaid.
About 80 percent of the
library materials budget is
spent on serial subscriptions

and binding loose magazine or
journal copies. Jenkins said.
The other 20 percent is spent
on the purchase of new books,
hesaid.
"The ratio we spend fluctuates," Jenkins said. "This is
a research library and the
researchers, faculty and
students
have
many
disciplines. There has been the
need to direct more of our
budget into the serials. "

Ten years ago the
library subscribed to
17,821 magazines
and journals.
There are other researcher
areas that need the use of new
books, Jenkins said.
" A balance needs to be
maintained between the serial
and book budgets," he said.
The
University
administration is trying to
maintain a balance by finding
additional funding, Jenkins
said.
"The administration is in the
process of finding other
sources within the University," Jenkins said.
But until additionai funding

is found, cancellations will
continue to be made, he said.
Ten years f.gO the library
subscribed to 17,821 magaines
and journals, Jenkins said.
"Over the years there has
been a downward spiral III the
number we can purchase,"
Jenkins said.
As of June 30, the library
subscribes to 14,267 magazines
or journals, he said.
Some hard choices have to
be made on which magazines
will be purchased, he said.
"We have a series of
questions that help us decide if
a subscription is going to be
purchased," Jenkins said.
"We look at what is being
taught nn campus, rate of
increase in a magazines
subscription cost from year to
year, how expensive binding
the magazine will be, and
availability of the journal from
other libraries in the state or

ARE YOU READY FOR THE COLD?

Get Your Long Wool Overcoats
At:

The Longbranch
100 E. Jackson, Carbondale
Ph./529·..uBB

HA VE YOU APPLIED FOR GRAnUA TION? ? ? ? ? ? ? ! ? ?
IFNOT,OOSOIMMEDIATELY!!!! ! TOMORROW MAY BE
TOO LATE! ! !
APPLICATIONS ARE A VAlLARLE AT ADMiSSIONS AND
RECORDS. WOODY HALL, RECORDS SECTION, OR FROM YOUR
ADVISEMENT CENTER. APPLICATIONS MUST BE FILLED IN
AND RETURNED TO ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS. BE SURE
THE FORM IS RETURNED TO ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS.

area."

An important point that the
library looks at when deciding
if a new subcription should be
purchased is suggestions from
the University community,
Jenkins said.
"Influences during the
course of the year may change
the number of magazines we
are able to get," Jenkins said.

YOU DO NOT NEED TO TAKE THE APPLICATION TO THE
BURSAR. THE FEE WILL APPEAR ON YOUR NEXT BURSAR
STATEMENT.
APPLY IMMEDIATELY· - ·APPLY BEFORE OCTOBER 15! ! !

11-,'

Metal sensitized strips
reduce library thefts
By Phyllis Coon
StatfWriter

Since a lack of state funding
has forced cuts in the number
of magazine or journal subscriptions that Morris Library
can purchase, the library
wants to keep what it has, the
director of library service
said.
Just as all new books purchased by the library are
sensitized with a metal strip,
many magazines and journals
that the library subscribes to
also are, Darrell Jenkins,
director of library services,
said.
"People try to walk out of
the library with a book or
magazine
occasionally,"
Jenkins said, "But sometimes
the alarm goes off because a
book hasn't been desensitized."
The metal sensitized strips
that are placed in the books
cost 15 cents each, Don Wood,
assistant professor at library
.;ervices, said.
The libra!'v sensitizes what
is thought to be high risk items
and other random selectifns,
Wood said.
Theft of magazines or
juurnals is not a big problem.
Jenkir,s said.
"Not so much as the
mutilation of particular ar-

CtiAL~T
Restaurant & Lounge

In The Lounge

ticles," Jenkins said.
The library has addressed
mutilation in a positive way by
increasing the number of copy
machines with a feature that
allows two pages to be copied
instead of just one, he said.
The library also works to
maintain mutilated articles
and books with the conservation laboratory on the
seventh floor of the library,
Jenkins said.
"The past year the conservation lab replaced 2,500
pages in different kinds of
materials," Jenkins said.
"Once items are identified as
missing, the lab goes through
the int.'!r-library loan system
an obtain a replacement
page."

Monday Thru Saturday
(Open Bpm)

See Our Beautiful
Dancing Girls

NEED A TUNE-UPJ

Puzzle answers
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DIAL A
NURSE
536·5585
fM odvlce w/I..,. the H..,lth
ServIce Is dosed. olter .:30
Allan ·Frl and an Saturdays
&SIIndays.
... S«Ylce 01 jIOUf' SJU Student
Healt" Program.

Ask the "Professor" for Information on...

Rating Game Tournament Sun. Oct. 9
8-Ball Tournament Sun. Oct. 16
~~~lOam-9pml;~&HotDog

'1.25

lltffi' BM 4'A4'e~
I,.
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Tune Up Special
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Indudes Spark Plugs
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Call us: 529-1000 or 997-5470

Sports Briefs
Racquetball lessons offered
Racquetball instruction is being offered from 3 to 6 p.m. every
Tuesday and Thursday at the Recreation Center.
Instruction for beginners is at 3 p.m. and intermediate level
instruction is at 4 p.m. Individual instruction is available at 5
p.m.
Cost is $12 for students and $15 for faculty, staff and alumni.
For more information. contact Sandy Phundheller at 536-5531.

Intramural water polo today
A mandatory captains' meeting for intramural inner tube
water polo is at4 p.m. today in Room 158 of the Rec Center.
Rosters, available at the information desk, are due at the
meeting.
An organizational meeting for a University racquetball club
will be at 7 p.m. Thrusday at the multi-purpose room of tho: ;{ec
Center.
For more information, contact Mike Hertz at 457-7065 or 5365531, ext. 25.
The intramural Home Run Derby will be 10 a.m., Oct. 8 at the
lAW Field. walk-onswillbeacceyted.
Registration for the intramura wrist-wrestling meet will close
at 6:45 p.m., Oct. 19. Thl" meet wil be held at 7 p.m., Oct. 19 at the
RecCenter.
Weigh-in for men and women will be from 5 to 7 p.m., Oct. 19 in
the West Gym. For more information about weight classes,
contact Sarah Simonson at 536-5531.
Body Workout is available every Tuesday and Thursday
evening from 6: 15 t07:15 in theW~tGym of the Rec Center. The
program ends Dec. 8.

SIU Water Polo Club at Rec
SIU Water Polo Club will play Missouri-Rolla at 7 p.m. and
Wisconsin-Madison at 9 p.m., Friday at the Rec Center pool.
The club will play Northern Illinois at 10 a.m. and Rolla at 1
p.m. on Saturday. Admission is free.

Boosters to meet Thursday
Head swim coach Doug Ingram will be the guest speaker at the
Booster Club meeting at noon on Thursday at the Ramada Inn.
He will talk about h\s observations of the Olympics in Seoul,
South Korea. Head football coach Rick Rhoades also will speak.

SILENT, from Page 2 4 - - only getting fans involved
remains.
Generating excitement can't
be blamed on the product
because this ~~m has a knack
for taking games to the wire.
In the home opener it beat
Murray State with a firstquarter scoring blit'i: and last
weekend it mounted a 24-point

Solid attendance
figures speak well of
the fans' loyalty. But
the fans themselves
don't speak up. They
are quietly accepting
Rick Rhoades' success just as they
quietly watched the
program slowly
disintegrate under Ray
Oorr.

fo~n!!)l'do~~ct~mth~f~~t that
Saluki fans are under the
impression that silence is
golden.
Solid attendance figures
speak well of the fans' loyalty.
But the fans themselves don't
speak up. They are quietly
accepting Rick Rhoades'
success just as they quietly
watched the program slowly
disintegrate under Ray Dorr.
drew with noise as well as
If the athletics department is bodies, then it must re-educate
serious about filling MeAn- them in the art of cheering.

Rhoades has already taken
steps in that direction, making
appeals to the students at both
the East and West campuses.
':he rest of the personnel in the
athletics department must
follow his lead.
Cheerleaders coul.i be
louder and more aggressive.
Porn POl' routines could have
more flash. The band must
keep the general admission
section entertained.
If i.t takes President John
Carl Guyon to doff his beige
sports coat and display a
maroon sweatshirt with
"Salukis" scrawled across its
front; if it takes Athletics
Director James Warren Hart
to start leading sideline cheers
from the front row, :;0 be it.
It's time to get the fans involved.

SALUKICURRENCYEXCHANGE

~~
WESTERN UNION

WELLNESS
CENTER

CHECKS CASHED
"Money Order~
"Notary Public

"TItle & RegIstration St'r\ I( t'
'Traveler~ Checks

GROUPS&.
WORKSHOPS

No·wait 1989 Passenger car renewal stlckef~

Are You

Private Mailboxes for Rent

RAn?

Flash Cash-Visa-Mal>1ercard Cash Advances
laza Shopping Center 606 S. Illinois. Carbondale 549-3202

U you ar-e Rethlrlkmg About

Dnnklng (RAD) lh15 ongmng group
can htdp ~;ou dl§cover wa~;':o lu cut
down on alcohol or druy u!J,e
improve sonl!lll sklll~ a.nd more
ThIS oogolng gwup meets

T-BIRDS

THURSDA YS 3·5PM

HERRIN, from Page 2 4 - team, said the practice should
be exciting.
.. I think we are ready to play
some basketball and prove to
everyone we're ready. With
the excitement of the football
team wmning we can make the
most of it. I know everything
will go well."
Junior college transfer
Freddie McSwain said the
event is a good way to usher in
the new season.

"As far as things are going
already, everyone is really
enthused, " McSwain said.
. ,
.
The Sal~ n~w guard said
fan turn~t IS lDlportant for
the practice to be a success.
"I hope the fans are there
because we really need their
support. All the players are
looking to have a great year,
and this would keep us pumped
up."

Rush University
College of Nursing
A Support Group for SIngle Parenl5

Presents

Mere·,;..., opportunI!)/ to learn

A Continuum in Professional Education

an<! YIare with other SIngle
parenl5 or 500n to be 5Ingte
parenl5

• Doctor of Nursing Science
• Doctor of Nursing
• Master of Science
• Bachelor of Science

~

CALL KEN AT 457-8165
for Infonnaoon

GRADUATE ENTRY lEVEL

A ~ev... progrO:lm lor 'ifudenls Vw"h a h.il-helot ':) dpqree In d lrel;1 OlhC'
ma:-l ~lUf~d''\y ..... hO I\IISh 10 enter nUT"io'flY 001 :n1egra1ed progf..tm prflo

:"!,ue.;, siudenls tor pI01~':I';);()ndl1l(_en"'uH~ rlnr1 a qldC\Jdl p (I,·,· <il
,,>peclall.,. t",IIS NO or ONS(;

¢

DOCTOR OF NURSING
The ')I<'}~fdl"'-· ul S1U\1". ledLllng to Ih'~ llegree .:l'3SlJ!es p1ep ...ttdI1or,

:P t),151( Ilws-mg. prf>-I:;!?nsurel ",nf:! advanced -:lInlcal speodh/dlfon

Jt

15 bt:"sl iJn~1"~I<;IOOC a~ ~nalog()u~ t(l

other prolessrOr,dl l1oc1ora~

oegrt!es like the Doclor ot JUrisprude",.€, tJ 0 I DOClor 01 Ph.-Ifnlaq
,Phalm 0 ~ and the oOCIOI of Meet-nne 1M 0 j

Ru!;f) University fhe academiC component of
RlJ~n Presbv1eoan SI Luke ~ Medical Center

.:;.a

I~e,~ he.!!!,h ~e

__

Rusn UnlverSify
119 Schweppe Sprague Hall

l743 W Hamson Streer Ch;cagc Il60612

ror information
or counsding.
536·4441.

)12·942·5099

Part 111 '\uur ~Il:l
. . . . . \'•• c.•.. " Studf.'nl HC'dit h

°t'aOnft

PnlKr<lom
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AL, from Page 2 4 - - - - Stewart realizes that, but
despite winning 21 games this
yea.r, throwing strikes can
sometimes be a problem for
him.
If you walk too many
people, especially in Fenway,
you give the opposing team
an opportunity for a big inning.
"My approach going into
the game is to eliminate
walks," Stewart said. "In the
past against them, I've put a
lot of people on base without
letting them work for it. I've
had problems he:-e recently,
but that's in the past."
Walks are something Hurst
rarely has problems with. In
216 2-3 innings this year, he
walked only 65 while striking
out 166.
The left-hander attributes
his ability to throw strikf"S to
concentra tion.
"The best game I can have
is when I know where the
target is," Hurst said. "When
I know what they're wearing
on their feet, that's when I get
in trouble. I'm trained to look
at the (catcher's) glove.
When I'm target-oriented, my
mechanics will be there."
Against the A's, Hurst will
have to be on top of his game.
Any Oakland hitter can
capitaIi7.e on a mistake. The
A's batted .263 this season
and their 156 )\omers ranked
second in the AL behind

NATIOr.iAL LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

W..:In_y

u...
New 'fork al Boslon, lel&
WedMaday
New York at Los An\,eles. 9:05 p.m.

TU_,.....

Oakland al Boston 12 :20 p.m
Thu,.day

Oakland 81 Boslon. 7:22 p.m.
Boslon al Oakland. 7:22 p.m

Murphysboro, II.

Los Angeles at New ·fork. 11 :07 8.m.
!I~nd.,

Boston.

2:08

p.m .•

ff

Los I\ngelea al New 'forie, 7:20 p.m .. n
necessary
Oeotber 11
New Yorle .t Los An~eIe •• 7:20 p.m .• W

Boston.

7:22

p.m.,

ff

October 12
No""", York al LO$ Angelea. 7:22

p.M.,

If

nece388Iy

Greenwell probably will
rank second to Car.:;eco in the
AL MVP voting, but his
emergence is one reason the
Red Sox are in the playoffs
for the second time in three
seasons.
"Greenwell knocked in 37
runs in the first inning this
season," Red Sox Manager
Joe Morgan said. "That tells
a lot. Not all of them may

~.m ..

W

necea108Jy

have been game-winners, but
he put us on the board."
Greenwell and Canseco
should be the dominant offensive forces in this series.
Canseco not only hits for
power, but also has speed and
has learned to hit for
average. He became the first
player in history to combine
40 homers and 40 stolen bases
in ODe season.

)~

2FOR1
SHOE SALE

~
Buy any pair of Avia, Sauconv, Converse,
Etonic or Pony Men's High Tops and
receive th~ second absolutelv free.

Tor~mto.

5% Servic.Charll"

~:'~:~IY

Sk.oes'lt Stoif
='~I

!.~

="&I~t .0.7

Announcing The Addition
Of A New Dog Groomer
--Patty Lambert--

,

*Registered Dog Groomer
*' •
·Three Yrs. Experience
•
*Appoints. Avail. Mon. and Weds.
Call
"J¥fi, lakeside Grooming or Lakeside Vet. Hosp.

ttl

i ·d.
~ ..

\
,....____~~___~IC'!!:...J~

..
···i:.

529·0ag5

529-2236

Boarding also available as S

ce allows

EARN YOUR DEGREE IN LEADERSHIP:
WITH THE MARINE CORPS f~~!QQN_~E~~EB~_~~~~§!
The Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) is a chance
for you to attend Officer Candidate School (OCS) during your
Summer break. With only a 6-weak summer obligation, it's
your chance to gY!r!n1~~ yourself an active duty commission
while still in your first year or two of coll.ege. After
satisfactory completion of OCS, your bachelor's degree will
be your ticket to a commission as a 2ndLt in the Marine
Corps.

Iii

No on-campus commitments
Guaranteed Aviation or Law for qualified
Applicants
~II .100 monthly stipend available
w Pay equal to that of Marine Sergeant
during summer training
FAA approved flight training for PLC
aviators during senior year
• Increased starting salary upon
commissioning
• An opportunity to excel in a demanding
and rewarding area
II

II

~

684-5598

necessar~

OC1Ober 13
Oakland at
necessary

"When you have tbi" many
good hitters, the pressure is
going to be on Hurst to make
his pitches all the time," La
Russa said. "We've got five
guys over 6 feet. He's going to
have nine tough outs."
While the Red Sox are not
the power-laden team they
used to be, they too can score
plenty of runs. Boston led the
AL with a .283 average.
Batting champ Wade Boggs
sets the table for the Red Sox
and Dwight Evans and Mike
Greenwell provide the run
production.

Only 6 minutes from Carbondale, behind the Courthouse

Satu"'ay

naC8888tY

0_12
Oakland at

Two.. rific® Two..crusted
Double .. Decker Pizza

Friday
loI. "ngelea at New York. 7:20 p.m.

Saturday

Pizza

'WaUl,

AMERICAN LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

Sunday
Boston al Oakland. 2 p.m.
Monday
Boslon at Oakland. 2'02

Quality

Is it tough? YOU BET' If it wasn't, it WOUldn't be the
Marir.e Corpe. Is fi-;-ch;llenge? IQY-~~It Is it something
you're interested in? 12Y tell y~o
If you think you have what it takes to become an officer
of Marines;
1-800-843-9072 (Illinois)
(314)263-05a2 (Call Collect)

ENTER & WIN
SALUKI PRIDE TAILGATE CATEGORY
1st Place; Weekend for eight at Carbcndale Holidome
2nd Place: Dinner for eight at Tom's F.estaurant
SALUK; BUSINESS SPIRIT CATEGORY
Place: Sponsorship !'If SIU Men's Basketball Game,
advertising & tickets
2nd Place; Tickets for 20 to SiLl Football Game
1st

STUDENT CATEGORIES
Group A ('~O or less) 1st Place: Weekend for ten at
Ramada Inn
2nd Place: Dinner 'or ten at Molly-O
G:_OJp a (11 or more) 1st Place: Color television from K·
Mart
2nd Place: Pizza Part,.. at Italian Village
Sponsored by:
Kroger
Carbondale Convention
& Tourism Bureau
Carbondale Chamber of
Commerce
southern Illinois
University at
•
Carbondale

r:-sS-G;e~t S-ai';'kti;iig-a;;.,
Entry Form

Pleasa enter our groa:.p

lit

the Great Saluki Tailgate

The category we w:1I ""tet' Ie Icheck one l)nlyl

I I 1. Saluki P"de Tailgate
: , Z. Sliluki 8 ... in... Spirit
I i 3. Student
I ' Group of 10 or I _
I GroL" of 11 or more
If we win. the name we would like to I!.v& announced Ia:

I will be Entry Captain:
Nem'e.·_ _ _ _ __

Add~.
__----------------------------CItySt.,.
l;p. _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone (qm'

Work Phone IlL'______

In c;onaidwe,IGtI 'ot iMlng perMittM UI ~rtk:i..DeU 'n

'01'

vu. eon'-t. 11w.1 ,.~ _"41

fOfhe, dlac~'I.
mra-H and my neira. IZKutOn., admlni .., •• tors ..ME NSlgnt.
South...,. Ulinots Uniwfalty. ita BMrd of Trust~. employ... and ACI'!"U.• nd event
.~onso" ftom Inw ."\41 an claln••. demands. letlO'" and "URI 01' .ChOn 'Of ,.r$.lnal

iniurt
I lwei

OJ

wPQ.

'n:n~n:;vo:.,::-..o~:'~~~~n=O:'::~~~:i:t~f=:"~h 'NY in

~r.by

ilrant P!':rmihlOn to Southam illinois.

Univerah~ pNltugr,p~l.

mou~n PIClUI::"~::Q;::~I:~~i~:h:;~~O':rt~~i~~.:=~onUlinine

videO,

my ICHII,I

..
\= ------------_ .. ---- =J
19f\11""e

.

ENTRY DEADLINE

4.~

..... .'.

pm .. OdDb., 1 , .

RETURN TO: Great Saluki Tailgate Athletic Ticket Office
Southern Illinois Unversity Carbondale. IL 62901

See the Officer Selection Team in 'he Activity Room

~

a.' the Student Center toddY .'ld tomorrow between 9

and .. p ..... Ope.o.inp a'.... ilsb ... fo ... lIQUAUFlEDw.Ri~~ (H call 1·80('·843·9072.
Pago> ~~. Daily Egyptian. October 5.1988

Qzzie in court after dispute
about agents' commissions

NIU Huskie Classic
women's next stop
By John Walhlay
Staff Writer

When the women's golf
team leaves Thursday for
Northern Illinois University's
Huskie Classic at Dekalb it
will probably carry some of
the memories from previous
tournaments.
Ccach Diane Daugherty
said historically the tf>..am has
not fared well at the classic.
"We've not l'\oJHy played
very well there, but hopefully
things will change."
Daugherty cites the
weather as one of the
disadvantages that usually
accompanies thf: tournament
during this time of the year.
"Last year when we went
up there it was the cold€St
I've ever been m my life,"
Daugherty said.
This year, Daugherty said,
"I told thE' (team) to bring

their long underwear."
The classic will be Friday
and Saturday. Seven teams,
including SIU-C, will be
competing.
Of the competition,
Daugherty said Northern
IllinoIS, with the home-course
advantage, and lllinois State,
which the Salilkis have ,",ot
bea ten this season, will be the
teams to beat
Northern Iowa, Iowa State,
Kansas State and Nebraska
also will be competing against
the Salukis.
Daugherty said the Salukis
have beaten Northern Iowa
and have played comparably
to Iowa State in previOUS
matches.
Earlier this week, the
Salukis began their qualifying
rc.unds to determine which six
players will be competing in
the classic. The team's No.1

. -.. '-- J
~

Lisa Meritt

player, Lisa Meritt, shot a
car<!er-Iow score of 73 for 18
holes to lead the team.

CHICAGO <UPll st.
Louis shortstop Ozzie S!:lith,
one of baseball's highest-paid
players, was sued in federal
(;ourt Tuesday for allegedly
refusing to pay his agents
more than $300,000 in commissions for negotiating his
contract.
The suit, brought about by
Shamrock Nevada Corp. of
San Diego, asks the court to
order arbitration by the
American
Arbitration
Association of Chicago, seeks
$336,000 plus interest, costs
and expenses, said attoney
Bernard Rinella of Chicago.
Shamrock President Ed
Gottlieb said he was ordered
by the company's board of
directors to file suit.
"I deeply regret that this

litiga tion is necessary. "
Gottlieb said in a prepared
statement. ·'The hearings that
follow are not going to be
pleasant for Ozzie Smith or
for baseba!J, but he's left us
no alternative.
Shamrock negotiated the
four-year pact in 198.'). It
provides $2.2 million in annual pay, plus $700,000 in ca!\h
and a five-year unsecured
$500,000 loan the lawsuit said.
"J called Ozzie as per the
instructions of my- board of
directors and asked him why
he was not paying the money
he owed us and Ozzie told me
he couldn't afford it," Gott1ieb said, noting that Smith
has paid $80,000 toward the
$440,000 bill he !"eceived from
Shamrock.

"She (Meritt) shot a 31 on
the (ront nine, which is outstanding, and then shot a 42
on the back," Daugherty said.

Men's golf will hold Saluki Invite
By John Walblay

Hartzog also cited Murray
State (Ky.) and SW-E as
Men's golf teams from three having top teams for this
stak!s will visit SW-C for this year's tourr.ament.
University of Missouri-Rolla
year's Saluki Invitational
tournament, which tees off at 1 and Rend Lake Community
p.m. Friday al. tb~! Rend Lake College alst> will compete in
the tournament.
g'.>lf course.
Illinois State is favored to
!..ast year, SlU-C placed
win the tournament with the
strong team of returning tht."d behind Bradley, which is
players. Southwest Missouri, rot competing in this year's
the defending champions, will tournament.
Hartzog wasn't sure of the
also be conteooers for first
place, men's golf coach Lew team's finish this y~ar, but
does know what it would take
Hartzog said.
1<1 do wer, in the tournament.
"Southwest M!ssouri is in He said tile team's players
line to give them (Illinois seem to flip-flop on their
State) a real conte:;t," Hartzog consistency.
said.
"Oroe week we have two of
Staff Writer

the players do well and the
other two don't do as well ,
then the next week it's the
opposite.
"If we have one of those days
when they play together, we
can play with any of them
(competition)," Hartzog said.
After the tournament ends
Saturday, the team will leave
the next day for the Blue
Raide!' Invitational in Murfreesboro, Tenn., which will be
plaved Monday and Tuesdav.
Those wanting to attend the
Saluki Invitational can get
there by going north on Interstate 57 until they reach
Route S4. Go west on Route S4
until the golf course cl>mes into
view.

Special of the Week ...
'1.35 Tanqueray
1}II... n'~ ~BOUT THEM

DAWGS?!

Intnln1ural Recreational Sports

Nashv:lle says no bear wrestling
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI)
- A judge tempararily ended
bear wrestling in Tennessee
Tuesday after inspecting a
750-pound bear named Ginger
wbo grappled with all comers
in matches at taverns across
the state.
Ginger eyed the judge and
ti~e
crowd of reporters
through the milky glaze of a
cataract in her right eye as
she slumped in the back of ,1
5-foot-by~foot horse trailer
parked in the courthouse lot
Chancellor C. Allen High
granted a temporary injunction to stop promoter
Richard Walker of Calhoun,
Ga., from going on with his
show Tuesday night at a
Clarksville bar.
"(State) statutes can only

~e ~te!r~~~t!~totom=
wres~e,,, High ruled, citing

the illegal action and saying
"the tJ:-eatment of this particular bear also violates
state statute concerning

cruelty to animals."
During some sevt'n hours of
testimony, Ginger waited in
the padlocked borse trailer.
The temporary injunction
will stand until a full hearing
is made and applies only to
Walker, who said he will hire
an attorney and appeal. He
represented himself Tuesday.
"1 treat that bear lJetter
than I treat my wife and
kids," Walker testified, citing
veterinary care, fresh fruits
anei vegetables daily and
other routine care for the
animal he has owned for its 17
years.
Walker opened the back
gates to let High peer in at
Ginger along witb a
veterina.ian called to testify
for tht. Tennessee Humane
Association and Friends of
Animals, which filed the suit.
Ginger snorted at the judge
before be returned to the
courtroom without comment.
The wrestling bear went'
through several matches last

week at a tave!"::! in Lebanon,
Tenn., before sbe took an Don
Batey, 35, of Wilson County.
Batey says the bear, advertised as . 'gentle, " was no
lady.
Batey's right leg broke
when it got caught in the cage
where they were wrestling.
Batey said Ginger then rolla:
over on him, snapping his leg
in two, Bater said.
"They said the bear was
gentle and there was no way
it would hurt nobody. It was
supposed to all be in fun. Now
I'm Inid l~P and out of work.
I'll probably be out of work
two or three months," said
B& tey, a truck driver.
Richard W'llker and his
father, William, travel with
Ginger under U;e name Rip
anc:! Randy Tyler Bear
Wrestline USA.
He said be pays tavern
patrons $5 to wrestle GiMer
aed they sign a form that
waives any claims for any
possible injuries.
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MEETING

Thursday Oct. 6, 7 PM
SRC MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM

HARMKE, from Page 24Rick Rhoades, Harmke said he
worked out a halfback for a
few weeks before finally
moving to fullback, his current
position.
This SP.8son, Harmke has
rushed for 332 yards on 66
carries through the Salukis'
first four games.
Coming into the fall
semester, Harmke needs 32
hours to graduate and has an
overall GPA of 3.5, he said.
" Academics is the most
important thing to me because
that is what is going to give me
JOy life," Harmke said. "I
don't really set any goals. I
.:i-:

t.ttink when you do something,
it's worth doing right and you
should give 100 percent.
"Every day I try to wake up
with that attitude. The in·
dividual goals just follow
through and ~ke care of
themselves. "
Rhoades said Hermke is the
type of student-athlete that
coaches point to as an example
tolollow.
"Chuck has a great work
ethic and he understands the
offense extremely well,"
Rhoades said. "That is the
winning edge, to me."
Rhoades said the ability for

a player to posses academic,
iootball and common sense is a
valuable asset.
"He has a good dose of all
three, and you've got to have
thclt combo."
With one season of ath:ctic
eligibility remaining, Harml;.e
said he will play football in
1989 if he can still reach his
goal of being graduated next
December.
"If I can fit football in my
scheduie and still graduate in
December then I'll try it. I'd
l:fe~ ,~e to get started with my

seasoning, ripe tomotoes, Fresh
onions, rich sour cream. served
steaming on pita bread.

Iil>~,,-,~_~.~L ~<~
457·03JJ/0304

516 S. Illinois·

Carbondale

Sports
Boston, Oakland ready to open ALeS at Fenway
BOSTON(UPl)-- Game 1 of
the American League
Championship Series pits a
hurler who mast contain a
fearsome lineup against one
who must contain his own
nerves.
Bruce Hurst of the Boston
Red Sox takes on baseball's
winningest team Wednesday
and Dave Stewart counters
for the Oakland Athletics at
Fenway Park:.
The weather forecast calls
for occasional rain with
temperat.res in the 50s at
gametime, 12:20 p.m. CDT.

Playoff schedules
-Page 22
Hurst, UHi this season,
faces a lineup that includes
Jose Canseco, who led the
league with 42 home runs and
124 RBI.
Thirteen of Hurst's victories
came in Fenway Park: and his
ability to move the ball
around and throw strikes can
give the A's trouble.
"He throws an assortment

of pitches," Oakland Manager
Tony La Russa said of Hurst,
who is 5-1 lifetime against the
A's. "You can't look to any
particular area. Even if the
ball is carrying well here, you
can't look to pull the ball."
Unlike Burst, Stewart is a
power pitcher. If his fastball
and forkball are working, he
can dominate a game. He also
needs to pitch on an empty
stomach.
"I have a problem with
nerves before a game," said
Stewart, who went 21-12 this
season. "If I eat before a

Hart approves
Herrin's plan
for practice

~~1,s ~he:a:!ntoJ:;O~ s.. AL, Pega 22

Academics are player's No.1 priority

Staff Writer

see HERRIN, Paga 21

really hurts.
Hurst's approaciJ $ simple
- throw strikes. That's his
philosophy wherever he
pitches and that's the approach the Boston left-bander
will take in Game 1.
"In any park, quality pitches will beat quality hitters," said Hurst, who is ~
the last two years at Fenway.
"There are no absolutes in
pitching other than getting
the first guy out and staying
ahead in the count."

Harmke balancing
books and football

By David Galllanettl

Rich Herrin's midnight
practice rP.Ceived the app:'oval
of Athletics Director Jim Hart
Tuesday morning, paving the
way for promotion of the
season opening event.
"It sounds like fun, I just
hope I can stay awake that
long," Hart said of the plans to
practice at 12:01 a.m. O::t. 15
at the Arena.
Oct. 15 is the first day of
sanctioned practice by the
NCAA.
"I'm looking forward to
seeing how the team looks,"
Hart said. "I think there is
some excitement about the
coming season so that is even
more of a reasoo to have it. "
Hart said he didn't feel the
practice would deter from the
success of the football team.
"If you boost one sport it
really picks up the whole
program," Hart said. "We
want to do anything we can to
win enthusiasm. "
SaJuki guard Kai Nurnberger said it will get the team
off on the right foot.
"It will help us get an early
start," Nurnberger said. "We
won't be doing anything
anyway except laying around
home, so we'll be relaxed for
it. If there is a lot of interest in
it than I think it a good idea to
have it."
Forward Randy House said
the practice should benefit the
Salukis.
"We hope we will have a
good :>ractice to raise some big
enthusiasm. I hope we have a
big crowd; that is the point of
having it. We are looking to
stir some real interest in the
program."
Sterling Mahan, a nonstarting guard for last year's

game, I don't have the ability
to keep the food down. If I
eat, I'd probably throw up on
the mound."
The prospect of pitching in
Fenway Park is enough to
make many pitchers sick. The
Green Monster in left field
influences how they throw.
Some try to keep the ball
away from right-handed
hitters. Others concentrate on
keeping the ball down. That's
where they go wrong. Pitchers who try to get too fine

By David Gallianettl
StaffWriler

Salukl fullback Chuck Hannke has a good mix of academic and
athletic success so far this season. SIU-C's leading rusher has
entered his senior year of academics with a 3.5 grade point
average. Harmkels majoring In electrical engineering.

Most coaches are forced to
send assistants out to comb the
nation for young players, with
hopes they will get the best
student-athletes to sign a letter
of intent to their school.
But once in a while, that
talent walks right up and says
"Hi."
Case in point, the Salukis'
fullback, Chuck Harmke.
Upon graduating from
Rolling Meadows High School,
Harmke, who had a 'l:l ACT
score and a high grade point
average, applied at five
schools, the University of
Illinois, Notre Dame, Purdue,
Northern Illinois and SIU-C.
"I ended up getting turned
down by the bigger schools,"
Harmke said. "A 'l:l ACT just
wasn't good enough for them.
"I visited SIU and really
liked the beautiful campus.
One of my best friends was
going here, and I knew they
had. a .pretty res~ectable
engmeenng program.
Coming in at 175-pvunds,
Harmke said he chose to wait a
year before thinking about
playing football.
"I to')k a lot of hours those
first two semesters and did a
lot of lifting so I could get
bigger. I talked willi a few of
the coaches in the spring and,
after they watched one of my
high school films, I was invited
to camp."
Harmke came out of the
spring camp at fourth-string,
but \\-hen injuries started to hit
the Salukis' backs, Harmke
began working out with the No.
1 and 2 offense, he said.
"I worked really hard that
spring, and since Byron
<Mitchell, the Salukis' No.1
back at the time) was injured,
I came out the No. 1 running

"Academics is the
most important thing
to me because that is
what is going to give
me my life. I don't
really set an y goals. I
think when you do
something, it's worth
doing right and you
should give 100
percent. "
-Chuck Harmke

back," Harmke said.
"Coach (Ray) Don gave me
alllllf scholarship that paid (or
my tuition and fees. I started
about three or four games, and
feIt I did pretty good for it
being my first full year."
Harmkp. rustroo for 297 yards
on 62 carries in 1987, an
average of 4.8 yards per carry.
Harmke said in the spring of
1988, Dorr told him of plans to
move the running back to
strong safety. Don told him if
he came out of camp at No.1,
he would receive a full
scholarship, Harmke said.
"I really don't believe he
would ever have given me a
full scholarship," Harmke
said. "I think he was giving me
just enough to keep me here.
"I'm not the kind of running
back he was looking for in his
offense. I run hard and like to
block some people. I have OK
speed and rm not very
nashy."
After the departure of Dorr
and the arrival of new coach

s.. HARMKE, Plge 23

Improved football team receives silent treatment from fans
Progress of a sort is being
made in student participation
at Saluki football games. More
folks are sticking around for
second half action instead of
adjourning to the parking lot
at halftime to tap tile
remaining kegs clean.
It's a start - though admittedlya modest one.
If Saturday's game is any
indication, Saluki fans sull
prefer sitting on their hands
than showing their support
with a clap or a cheer.
Perhaps a bigger job than
building a w inning football
team, a task first-year coach
Rick Rhoades tw.s found time
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From the
press box
Troy
Taylor

consuming with this particular
group of athletes, is building a
fan following tb.at will encourage the Salu~.
Bruce
McCutcheon,
assistant athletics director,
makes the point that assembling viable fan support is a
three-fold process.
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"Get them through the
gate," McCutcheon said. "Get
them to stick around for the
whole ball game. Finally, get
them to take part."
Sounds easy. especially for a
team that has a 3-1 record and
won a Division I-AA national
championship only five years
ago. But for the athletics
department, it has turned into
a never-ending blittle.
The estimated attendance
for the homE' opener Sept. 17
was 12,000 - leaving room for
another 5,000 at McAndrew
Stadium. The draw for
Saturday was only 9,700, but
the low tote was blamed on

rain.
In the minds of McCutcheon
and ticket manager Lee
Trueblood, those numbers
aren't discouraging. In fact,
both said that minus Satur-

t::;:nc:~~~o~:~e ~~:eed~

12,000.
.. I think we lost three or four
thousand because of the rain, "
McCutcheon said. "There
were periods of heavy rain
during the game and the ones
tha t were there hung tough
with us."
Trueblood addee that even
though advance ticket sales
haven't picked up - Saluki

fans generally purchase seau.
n:l more than a couple of days
before and then right up to
kickoff - the home schedule is
favorable.
The Oct. 15 game against
Indiana State features the
Great Saluki Tailgate. Northern IUinois offers an intrastate rivalry on Oct. 22, and
Northern Iowa coach Earle
Bruce should bring in some
fans Nov. 19, even though
school will not be in session.
So if awareness is not a
problem, and neither is
keeping fans in the stadium,
S. . SILENT, Plga 21

The Peace Corps may have an answer for You.

Twelve Months
from now,
\¥here in
the World
will You be?
c:-:- ::: '. -::1
Our Jobs. Your Future

Mark O'Keefe
Peace Corps Campus Representative
618-536-7727

PEACE CORPS
OFRCIAL BUSINESS
PENALTY FOR PRlV ATE USE S300
OMB No_ 0420-0007
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Postage will be paid by ,he address«.

Mark O'Keefe
Peace Corps CUnpu. Representative
618-536-7727

The Toughest Job
You'll Ever Love.

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED SI ATES

M.&rAt O'Keefe
Ag Building Room # 117
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901-4418
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Twelve
lllonths
frolll
now,
where in
the world
will

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a paycheck. In science,
education, agriculture, forestry, home economics, industrial arts and other areas, Pea:;e
Corps volunteers are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime.
Over 100 graduate schools across the country rese:-/e scholarships and
assistantships for former Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service ..
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills,
Postponement of educational loans.
$4,800 completion-of-service al!owance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.

You be?

• You will receive a monthly salary forfood, housing, clothing and incidentals.
• Free medical and dental care and transportation to and from country of assignment.

o Please send me more information
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Where will You be in 1989 . ..
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Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __
Phone (_) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Minor _________
Expected graduation date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other skills/ experience

J(lin the Peace Corps. Send your card off today,
The Peace Corps wants to know.
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